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Editor’s Preface
No matter what its form or expression, research always involves a powerful and fundamental drive
in the human creature: the necessity–and with it, the excitement–of exploration. The impulse to explore
brings with it a desire that is almost as powerful, to share the news of discovery with others. All of the
essays in this volume, like those in previous volumes, have arisen from those same twin drives.
Discoveries carry with them implications–some that can be anticipated, and others that cannot;
some that are minor and have only limited effect, others that are more critical and possibly even global in
scope. Some discoveries contribute positive and new knowledge, while others show the limitation or the
error of previous findings. Some will inspire new research, while others will motivate future researchers
to find limitations or errors in our current ways of thinking, methods of investigation, and guiding questions or hypotheses. In one way or another, then, a discovery always constitutes a contribution.
The questions that prompt discovery often cluster around different sets of issues and concerns that
extend across disciplines. Whether small or large, discoveries arise within a context that is created by
the parameters established by the set of questions being asked. Some findings have a bearing on questions of epistemology, while others deal with issues of methodology that, in turn, inform theoretical
developments. If we envision knowledge as arising out of a dialectic between the two poles of discovery
and theory, we can see that the issues and questions of one side end up framing the issues and questions
for the other. These issues and questions constitute the paradigm within a discipline–and often across
disciplines.
Paradigms have boundaries that exist because of, and are enforced by, a discipline’s accepted practices and ways of thinking. The boundaries, however, are not absolute. Especially in the physical and
natural sciences, they shift in response to new questions and new discoveries that cannot be addressed or
understood within the confines of the existing paradigm.
Because of the nature of such shifts, the import of a discovery must await its appropriate moment.
On occasion the contribution might not be recognized at the time in which the work was conducted. A
case in point is the work on plant genetics originally done by Mendel in the late l850s and the early
l860s. The implications of his findings were only realized in the beginning of the twentieth century,
at which time the kinds of paradigmatic questions regarding evolution had shifted from the original
Darwinian emphasis on the physical features that orchestrate evolutionary change to the mechanisms
through which these features work within populations. It was nearly forty years after Mendel’s work–and
twenty years after his death–that his discoveries were recognized for the critically important advancement they marked in the discipline of genetics. Only through a series of paradigmatic shifts could the
prescient quality of Mendel’s work be appreciated.
The creation of generalizations and of different types of comparison constitutes yet another form of
discovery. While the construction of theory may be a guiding force in the natural/physical sciences and in
some of the social sciences, the practice of comparison and generalization is central to the social sciences
and the humanities. Comparing detective stories through time and across national cultures, for example,
helps explain why and how certain national traditions produce certain kinds of detectives and detective
stories and not others. Generalization and comparison require that we view the discovery either against
the backdrop of what is already known (e.g., asking whether a particular discovery is unique) or as the
result of broader epistemologies and sociologies of knowledge.
Discovery, generalization, comparison, and theory all relate to another critical issue that transcends
the boundaries of what each discipline defines as “knowledge” as well as the ways in which it arrives at
and organizes that knowledge. Within each discipline’s paradigm is an idea or vision of what constitutes
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its subject matter and of the relationship between its subject matter and the empirical evidence. The
subject matter of a discipline sets forth its critical conceptual frameworks and theoretical constructs,
while the empirical evidence is used to test theories and develop hypotheses. Freud, for example, argued
that the mind in all its facets is the subject matter of psychology, while individual behavior constitutes
the empirical evidence. At the same time, the understanding of the subject matter at any point in time
defines what is and is not considered to be “evidence,” as well as dictating the level and nature of the
evidence required to either verify or falsify theories. Thus, along with the subject matter, the nature and
understanding of the empirical evidence will change over time.
Both poles in the dialectic between theory and discovery thereby define one another, inform the
questions needed to validate knowledge, and regulate the kinds of analysis performed in the discipline.
The development of an intellectual and epistemological foundation in any discipline, however, depends
more on the totality of the formulation of the subject matter than it does on any individual piece or
pieces of empirical evidence. In the physical and natural sciences, the distinction between the two might
not be much of an issue, although paradigmatic changes will and do bring forth new or different subject
matters. But in the social sciences, the distinction is more critical and has greater relevance to the work
done by researchers in those areas. More often than not, the contrast is blurred, poorly defined, and
misinterpreted. Throughout the social sciences, the conflation of the unit of observation with the object
of analysis brings to mind an analogy that Noam Chomsky employed in Language and Mind (1968), that
calling psychology a behavioral science is akin to calling physics a science of meter reading.
As subject matters change and the empirical evidence becomes richer, the human ability to devise
vast and highly complex theories of scientific enquiry, to use metaphor and rhetoric in ways that are
both more nuanced and more aware of language’s implications, and to usher in new aesthetic developments and criteria for quality in art, music and literature all attest to the creativity and the richness of
the human mind. Developments of this type are the pinnacles of growth, imagination and thought as
mapped by a culture’s mental logic. It is this creativity that led James Thurber to utter his famous dictum, “The noblest study of mankind is man–says man.”
It is this creativity also that gives rise to each of the six essays in this volume. Christine Coit examines an iconic figure in American literature and film, Raymond Chandler’s detective Philip Marlowe, tracing his emergence from, and his evolution through, particular cultural ideologies. Nathan W. Bronson’s
research on the biochemical mechanisms involved in memory loss in mice has implications for the
treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. Alfredo Burlando’s analysis of Colombian monetary policy since 1990
provides new ways of examining and understanding the complex relationships among economic policy,
political conditions, interest rates, and the control of inflation. Josephine Yu examines the relationships between different types of graphs and matrix integrals, with implications for the disciplines of
mathematics and physics. In her study of ancient Greek temples, Stefanie Norris uncovers an evolution
in the ways in which temple builders and artists used pediment space to convey their culture’s cherished myths. Finally, Jaclynn Davis’s in-depth examination of primary historical records from one of
California’s earliest reform schools results in a study of how two social issues converge at the turn of the
twentieth century, revealing how the less powerful members of society can be caught in paradigmatic
shifts in cultural values.
The editors and contributors wish to express special thanks to the faculty mentors from UC
Davis who provided invaluable assistance and guidance to the emerging scholars represented in this
volume: Max Byrd (Department of English), John Horowitz (Section of Neurobiology, Physiology, and
Behavior), Oscar Jorda and Peter Lindert (Department of Economics), Motohico Mulase (Department of
Mathematics), Lynn Roller (Departments of Classics and Art History), and Karen Halttunen (Department
of History).
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Philip Marlowe: American Detective
Christine Coit
Introduction: A Brief History of Detection

E

dgar Allan Poe is often credited with writing the first modern detective story, thereby launching a
genre that has been popular ever since. One could just as easily say, however, that he wrote three
stories that highlighted the extraordinary talents of his proto-detective, Auguste Dupin. In “Murders in
the Rue Morgue” (1841), “The Mystery of Marie Roget” (1842-43), and “The Purloined Letter” (1844),
Poe established a number of standards that his successors in the genre—particularly those of the British
school—have more or less observed over time.1 The amateur detective who works by the deductive
method, the less-astute sidekick, and the detective as an eccentric mastermind all derive from Poe’s stories. British, or classic, detective fiction followed from Poe’s stories, and developed its own conventions.
These include a relatively closed setting where crime is not the norm, composed of a homogeneous selection of “privileged characters,” a number of suspects whose guilt seems plausible, and a plot that develops so that the final revelation of the murderer is a surprise to characters and readers alike (Grella 103).
While Poe may have founded a genre, he did not create the story of detection. Since the beginnings
of literary history, authors have employed the conventions that are at the core of modern detective fiction. For example, in Sophocles’ Oedipus Rex, Oedipus can be seen as “a detective as gifted and dogged as
Holmes himself, [set] out to investigate one crime, the murder of King Laius” (Byrd 73). W. H. Auden,
who, in his 1948 essay “The Guilty Vicarage,” draws a distinct line between the high art of ancient tragedy
and the non-art of detective fiction, admits comparisons between the two when he outlines three shared
elements: concealment (“the innocent seem guilty and the guilty seem innocent”), manifestation (“the
real guilt is brought to consciousness”) and peripeteia (the “reversal from apparent guilt to innocence”
and vice versa) (147). Through time, these elements became part of the detective story’s “mechanical
form” (Byrd 75). Thus, while Poe may have set the standard for detective fiction, many of the elements
that he employed find their origins in earlier literary works.
It was not until the 1920s and 1930s that writers began to attempt any radical departure from the
conventions that Poe established. Prohibition, gangsterism, and the Great Depression gave birth to what
later became known as the hard-boiled detective novel. In The Perfect Murder: A Study in Detection, David
Lehman best captures the look and feel of the “mean streets” that characterize the genre: “a chiaroscuro
world of dark angles and elongated shadows, rained-on streets on which a solitary walker pauses to light
his cigarette and a flickering neon sign punctuates night. A shot rings out: there is the sound of footsteps
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hurled down stairs, and then all is silence again: in the fleabag hotel room where the dead man lies, a
gauze curtain rustles lazily in its high open window. Silence; and then a scream” (136). This distinctly
American genre created not only a newer, tougher world in which its detective would operate, but a newer, tougher type of detective as well (Chandler, “Simple Art” 18).2 Instead of the eccentric mastermind, a
more frank, cynical, sharp-edged, and street-wise private investigator emerged.
The hard-boiled school was seen by readers as an accurate portrayal of American life, drawing its
materials from a nation “populated by real criminals and real policemen.” The stories “[reflected] some of
the tensions of the time,” were “endowed with considerable narrative urgency, and [were] imbued with
the disenchantment peculiar to postwar American writing” (Grella 105). For those reasons, hard-boiled
detective fiction is a distinctly American genre, yielding distinctly American heroes and villains.
In many ways, the style that characterized the hard-boiled detective novel, with its “tough realistic surface and … highly sensational content,” owes its heritage to pulp magazines (Grella 104). These
magazines, showcasing stories of adventure, targeted readers who “did not want uplift or information;
they wanted to kill time with a good read and above all they wished to be taken away from the realities
of their own lives and to have a touch of adventure and romance” (MacShane 44). Writers for the pulps
needed to grasp their readers’ attention from beginning to end, a duty that left little room for gratuitous
literary effects. In addition, writers were restricted by the limited education of their readers.
Due to these constraints, hard-boiled pulp writers often rejected the constricting conventions of
English detection, exchanging “the static calm, the intricate puzzle, [and] the ingenious deductions”
for stories “characterized by rapid action, colloquial language, emotional impact, and the violence that
pervades American fiction” (Grella 104). Unlike English detection, which was concerned, in Raymond
Chandler’s assessment, with “the upper classes, the week-end house party and the vicar’s rose garden,”
the hard-boiled writers “gave [murder] back to the people who commit it for reasons, not just to provide
a corpse” (Chandler, “Simple Art” 14, qtd. in MacShane 47-8).
Although most pulp writers have been dismissed by critics as “hack writers,” whose works, in
W. H. Auden’s words, “have nothing to do with works of art,” some, such as Raymond Chandler, used
pulp magazines as an apprenticeship, eventually graduating and moving on (Auden 147; “Pulp Magazine”
688). Indeed, Chandler uses detective fiction–exploiting its conventions and enlarging its scope–as the
mold from which he creates his art. Although every story contains a murder and a detective who sets
out to solve the crime, the mystery is merely the vehicle for the principal theme, the canvas upon which
Chandler works. Chandler’s major concern is with human misery, a theme that, as Philip Durham notes
in his introduction to Chandler’s Killer in the Rain, is at the heart of what is thought of as “‘serious’ literature” (xii).3 The Library of America’s publication of two volumes containing seven of Chandler’s novels,
thirteen of his short stories, a screenplay, and selected essays and letters, can be seen as an official endorsement of Chandler’s status as an important American author as well as a tacit acceptance of detective
and crime fiction into the canon of American literature.

Raymond Chandler
Often cited as one of the finest prose writers of the twentieth century, Raymond Chandler transformed hard-boiled detective fiction from simple escape literature into an accepted literary art form.
Detective fiction was not Chandler’s first foray into writing. Chandler had experimented in verse, essays,
and sketches long before his first detective story; however, this earlier writing did not equal the skill and
proficiency of his novels. Out of financial necessity, Chandler began his career as a writer. After reading
popular pulp magazines, he decided that he could easily imitate the fiction they showcased, as well as
be paid to learn how to do so. Following the credo “analyze and imitate; no other school is necessary,”
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Chandler began to write in the style he observed from these magazines (Chandler, Selected Letters 279;
hereafter cited as Letters).
Chandler cited many influences, including Dashiell Hammett, Ernest Hemingway, Ring Lardner,
Carl Sandburg, and Sherwood Anderson (Chandler, “Simple Art” 14). Nevertheless, his use of language
distinguishes him from his antecedents. Born in America and raised in England, Chandler had to learn
American English almost as a separate dialect. Reflecting his upbringing, Chandler’s fiction is a curious
blend of the British and the American: a distinct combination of British descriptions and prose with
American speech and dialogue (MacShane 58). This combination of influences, as with his imitation
of other authors, played a large role in Chandler’s development as a writer. In a letter to Alex Barris, he
said that the result of his study and analysis of language was that “when [he used] slang, solecisms, colloquialisms, snide talk or any kind of off beat language [he did] it deliberately” (Chandler, Letters 155).
Such an intentional use of language is a hallmark of Chandler’s fiction. Recognized then, and praised
now, Chandler’s ear for dialogue and language—in particular his lyric similes inside a tough American
voice—raised his fiction beyond the level of simple detective stories, a talent that Hollywood tried to
harness during his career.
In December 1933, Chandler submitted his first story, “Blackmailers Don’t Shoot” to Black Mask,
one of the best and most popular pulp magazines that showcased hard-boiled fiction, thereby enrolling
himself in detective fiction’s hard-boiled school. Despite his success writing for Black Mask, however,
Chandler did not want to remain a pulp writer. He aspired to write “real” fiction in the form of the detective story (MacShane 50-1). He wrote about this desire in several letters, once commenting, “The thing is
to squeeze the last drop out of the medium you have learned to use. The aim is not essentially different
from the aim of Greek tragedy, but we are dealing with a public that is only semiliterate and we have to
make an art of a language they can understand”(Chandler, Letters 173). In other words, Chandler’s goal
was to use a popular form to impress “some markedly subtler notions” on an audience that was concerned primarily with escape (Speir 117).
Chandler cared primarily about “the creation of emotion through dialogue and description.” In essence, he set out to prove to his readers that they did care about emotion, that emotion did not simply
“[hold] up the action.” He once ventured: “The thing they [the readers] remembered, that haunted them
was not, for example, that a man got killed, but that in the moment of his death he was trying to pick a
paper clip up off the polished surface of a desk and it kept slipping away from him, so that there was a
look of strain on his face and his mouth was half open in a kind of tormented grin, and the last thing in
the world he thought about was death. He didn’t even hear the knock on the door. That damn little paper
clip kept slipping away from his fingers” (qtd. in Speir 119-20). This example skillfully summarizes what
Chandler attempted to do with his fiction. The “tormented” grin of a man trying to pick up a paper clip
strikes an emotional note, even though the language aims for objective detail over emotion. The “fragility and absurdity of life” is captured in these few brief sentences, as a man is killed while doing the most
trivial of tasks (Speir 120). A close examination of Chandler’s fiction can certainly point to its pulp influences, but it also reveals, as demonstrated here, an expert stylist. Chandler’s ability to take a popular form
and transform it into something deeper prepared him for working as a novelist and creating his greatest
character: Philip Marlowe.

The Origins of a Hero: Marlowe before Marlowe
Many believe Marlowe to be the quintessential private eye. In a letter written in 1951, Chandler
wrote a long account detailing “the facts of Philip Marlowe’s life.” This humorously written account ex-
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ists separately from the novels, creating an imaginary pre-history to Marlowe. Chandler used this lengthy
sketch to give his reader an idea of the Marlowe whom he had in his own mind. Interestingly, despite the
fact that Humphrey Bogart first played Marlowe in the film adaptation of The Big Sleep (1946), Chandler
stated that “the movie actor who could best represent [Marlowe] … would have been Cary Grant.”
Chandler continued by providing a host of specific details about Marlowe’s life, including his physical appearance (“passably good looking”), his drinking preferences (“He will drink practically anything that is
not sweet”), and his manner of dress (“I think he dresses as well as can be expected”) (Chandler, Letters
270-1). Despite the myriad of details Chandler provided, he gave “only the barest outline of the hero who
had been developing through the years in [his] works” (Durham 79-80). Chandler did not “know why
[Marlowe] came to Southern California, except that eventually most people do” (Chandler, Letters 270).
Chandler’s clarity about Marlowe’s physical description, combined with his vagueness surrounding the
character’s personal history, explains in part why we can see that Marlowe actually arrived in the guise of
another, and why it would take several successive reincarnations for the real Philip Marlowe to emerge.
It is important to keep in mind that Chandler’s short stories at first served as the raw material for
at least three novels: The Big Sleep (1939), Farewell, My Lovely (1940), and The Lady in the Lake (1943).
Each owes most of its plot to one or more short stories. Chandler, as he termed it, “cannibalized” his short
stories, transforming their simpler material into broader, more complicated plots (qtd. in MacShane 67).
Additionally, in at least one situation, he combined the plots of several short stories to form the basis for a
novel: The Big Sleep is a combination of “Killer in the Rain” (1935), “The Curtain” (1936), and “The Man
Who Liked Dogs” (1936). According to Chandler, revamping material from his short stories gave the
book “body but it didn’t make it any easier to write” (Letters 236). Although the detectives in the short
stories prior to the publication of The Big Sleep were never named Philip Marlowe, Chandler said that
Marlowe “certainly had his genesis in two or three of the novelettes” (qtd. in Speir 95). Indeed, according
to Jerry Speir, “some of the short-story detectives are so like Marlowe … that their names were changed
to Marlowe in reprinted editions without doing much damage to his character except making him appear more violent” (Speir 95). These changes, however, were not authorized by Chandler. Regardless,
such particulars provide a basis from which to examine Chandler’s early detectives as prototypes for the
detective that would become Philip Marlowe.
In the beginning, Chandler’s detective was almost indistinguishable from the multitude of detectives that populated the pulps. Since Chandler began writing through imitation, it is not surprising that
his first detective, Mallory, was a flat character, essentially identical to many other pulp detectives at the
time (Durham 82). Mallory was a stock character, “tall, with wide-set gray eyes, a thin nose, [and] a jaw
of stone,” with hair “ever so faintly touched with gray, as by an almost diffident hand” (Chandler, “Red
Wind” 69).4 While Chandler’s style may have set him apart from most authors of his medium—his editor
was uncertain whether “Blackmailers Don’t Shoot” was “remarkably good or cleverly fraudulent”—he
had not yet developed his techniques of characterization (Durham 80). Thus, while his voice was unique,
Mallory was not. However, as time went on, Chandler’s protagonist came to be unique among the slew of
pulp detectives.
Chandler’s detective went through a number of name changes in the short stories. In addition to
Mallory, he was named Dalmas, Carmandy, and Evans, and even went nameless in a few stories. Yet, despite the change in name, the detective always operated according to the same set of principles. According
to Philip Durham in his introduction to Killer in the Rain, Chandler’s detective “was motivated less by the
desire to solve the mystery of a murder than by the compelling necessity to right social wrongs. There is
murder in these stories, to be sure, but the detective risked his life and reputation to correct social injustices of any nature: to protect the weak, to establish ethical standards, to ease pain, or to salvage whatever
might be left in fragile human beings. That the murderer was eventually caught and punished was not at
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all as important as [this] main theme” (xii). Although from the same mold, Chandler’s protagonist transcended the typical hard-boiled detective who used violence as a means to all ends. Chandler’s creation of
a moral detective with a well-defined ethical code was what made his detective “something more than the
typical tight-jawed, rootless, heavy-drinking heroes of Daly, Hammett, George Harmon Coxe or Lester
Dent” (Milner 117). It allowed Chandler to create a protagonist who was unlike any other.
This ethical code, which included the righting of social wrongs, is most evident when the detective
is a “private eye who would rather help a sleazy blonde in distress than make a fast buck” (from the cover
of Killer in the Rain). In “Mandarin’s Jade” (1937), Dalmas is “passionately ethical, one who would not
think of accepting money until he [has] more than earned it” (Durham, Introduction to Killer xi). In the
story, he is hired for fifty dollars as a bodyguard by Lindley Paul, a man who is murdered soon thereafter.
As Dalmas is discussing the case with Carol Pride, a woman who appeared at the scene of the crime, the
conversation turns to the fifty dollars that the detective had been given. “Fifty bucks ….I’ll return it when
I know who to return it to. Even my mother wouldn’t think I earned it,” Dalmas says (Chandler, Killer
186). Later in the story, he is sent for by a messenger with a hundred-dollar bill, which he returns before
discussing the case. Dalmas also refuses $467 from a beautiful–albeit drunk–blonde who would “make a
bishop kick a hole in a stained-glass window” (202). He never allows money to compromise his ethics.
Chandler’s detective works not for personal gain, but to see justice done. Dalmas begins to emerge as the
detective whom Chandler would later describe in his famous essay “The Simple Art of Murder”: “He is
the hero; he is everything.…He will take no man’s money dishonestly” (Simple Art 18).
Despite the fact that Chandler’s detective operates in a violent and shady world, he lives by his own
moral code. Although sometimes forced to resort to questionable tactics, he recognizes his fault and chastises himself. For instance, in “Try the Girl,” Carmandy gets an alcoholic widow drunk in order to make
her talk. Leaving, he berates himself for his actions: “I like knowing myself,” he thinks. “I was the kind
of guy who chiseled a sodden old wreck out of her life secrets to win a ten dollar bet” (Chandler, Killer
141). He recognizes his dishonorable behavior and is not proud of his actions, even though they may
have helped him progress in his case. At other times, the detective’s actions are not strictly legal, but are
honorably moral in his own eyes. For example, in a number of stories the detective does not cooperate
with the police, refusing to disclose information, and, for all intents and purposes, obstructing justice.
Yet, in violating the law, he is aiming to protect his client. Chandler’s protagonist is often asked to choose
between obeying the civic law and following his own ethical code. He strives to be a man of honor, for if
he “is a man of honor in one thing, he is that in all things” (Chandler, “The Simple Art” 18). This complicated moral code would be the basis for Chandler’s greatest protagonist.

Philip Marlowe: The Birth of a Hero
In The Big Sleep, Raymond Chandler introduces his readers to his detective and first-person narrator,
Philip Marlowe. The consistent narrator of all seven novels, Marlowe is “on the surface a hard-boiled and
cynical private eye but essentially a romantic, bound by a strict code of honor” (Hall, How Fiction Works
137; hereafter cited as Fiction). He follows the tradition of the hard-boiled detective, but is endowed with
the moral code that Chandler gave his other detectives. Nevertheless, while Chandler’s former detectives
can be seen as prototypes for his greatest hero, Marlowe is a unique character.
Chandler expanded Marlowe’s characterization far past that of any of his previous detectives. Writing
a novel, Chandler not only portrayed Marlowe on a larger canvas, but also developed him as a character
under a completely different situation and set of rules. In contrast to writing for pulp magazines, which
discouraged character development in favor of the sensational situations that grabbed readers’ attention
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and kept them purchasing the magazine, writing a novel allowed Chandler much greater freedom. In a
novel, “the character must be produced on the page, whole and alive, his breath congealing on the air”
(Hall, The Art and Craft of Novel Writing 42; hereafter cited as Art). While the detectives of Chandler’s
short stories developed into characters who went beyond the conventions of other pulp detectives, it was
in the pages of The Big Sleep and subsequent novels that Marlowe actually came to life.
Marlowe’s voice is an important aspect of his characterization, giving him life and breath on the written page. Some critics go so far as to say that “Marlowe is … not so much a fully developed character as
he is an attitude, a tone of voice” (Russell Davies, as paraphrased by Speir 109). To illustrate Chandler’s
development of Marlowe’s voice, both MacShane and Hall point to a series of revisions of the final paragraph of The Long Goodbye (1953). In this scene, Terry Lennox, the man who has hired Marlowe, is leaving the detective’s office for the last time. The scene is emotionally charged since the friendship between
the two is a major component of the novel. The dilemma that Chandler faces is how to add the necessary
emotion to the scene, but still keep true to Marlowe as a character. Chandler’s first attempt has Marlowe
saying: “He turned away and went out. I watched the door close and listened to his steps going away. After
a little while, I couldn’t hear them, but I kept listening. Don’t ask me why. I couldn’t tell you.” Unsatisfied,
Chandler attempted a rewrite: “He turned and went out. I watched the door close and listened to his steps
going away. Then I couldn’t hear them, but I kept on listening anyway. As if he might come back and talk
me out of it, as I hoped he would. But he didn’t.” In both versions the emotional state is there, but is too
sentimental, “the last sentence [sounding] like a catch in the throat” (MacShane 196). The version that
appears in the novel reads: “He turned and walked across the floor and out. I watched the door close. I
listened to his steps going away down the imitation marble corridor. After a while they got faint, then
they got silent. I kept on listening, anyway. What for? Did I want him to stop suddenly and turn and
come back and talk me out of the way I felt? Well, he didn’t. That was the last I saw of him. I never saw
any of them again—except the cops. No way has yet been invented to say goodbye to them” (Chandler,
The Long Goodbye 379).
In the final revision, Chandler has captured “Marlowe’s authentic tone of cynicism failing to conceal
a depth of emotion” (Hall, Art 138). Although there is definite emotion, Marlowe’s narrative voice tempers it. Marlowe’s words contain no sentimentality, but rather emotion that is layered under a hard-boiled
veneer. Focusing on aspects of setting, such as the closing door and imitation marble corridor, Marlowe
allows these objects to take on some of the emotional burden. The catch-in-the-throat sentimentality of
the earlier versions is replaced by the detective’s questioning of his own motivation, almost as if he has
caught himself in the act of becoming emotional and then tries to bury it. The answer implied by his
question might read, “It’s not like I wanted him to come back.” Yet, both Marlowe and the reader know
that the detective does want Lennox to come back. This final version keeps true to the voice that Chandler
developed in his novels.
In The Art & Craft of Novel Writing, Oakley Hall states that first person narration gives an “immediate
advantage of a strong ‘voice,’ a vividness, an automatic authority,” but fails to give the author any distance
from the material (33). The line between author and fictional narrator becomes blurred. Following this
line of thought in “The Writer as Detective Hero,” Ross MacDonald argues that part of the pleasure of
reading Chandler’s novels is to witness the “interplay between the mind of Chandler and the voice of
Marlowe.” He calls this Marlowe’s “doubleness,” a “bipolar [tension] in the prose,” and the “hard-boiled
mask half-concealing Chandler’s poetic and satiric mind.” MacDonald uses Chandler’s opening paragraph
from The Big Sleep as an example of the “Chandler-Marlowe prose” at work (119): “It was about eleven
o’clock in the morning, mid October, with the sun not shining and a look of hard wet rain in the clearness
of the foothills. I was wearing my powder-blue suit, with dark blue shirt, tie and display handkerchief,
black brogues, black wool socks with dark blue clocks on them. I was neat, clean, shaved and sober, and
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I didn’t care who knew it. I was everything the well-dressed private detective ought to be. I was calling on
four million dollars” (Chandler, The Big Sleep 3).
MacDonald’s analysis of the paragraph reveals the interplay between Chandler and his hero, the latter a mask for the former: “Marlowe is making fun of himself, and of Chandler in the role of brash young
detective. There is pathos, too, in the idea that a man who can write like a fallen angel should be a mere
private eye; and Socratic irony. The gifted writer conceals himself behind Marlowe’s cheerful mindlessness. At the same time the retiring, middle-aged, scholarly author acquires a durable mask, forever 38,
which allows him to face the dangers of society high and low” (MacDonald 119). With Chandler’s mind
ever present in the narrative, Marlowe was molded and shaped into the hero that Chandler envisioned.
Chandler’s prescription for the detective-hero became Marlowe’s: the intelligent mind of a universityeducated man mixed with the hard-boiled exterior of his narrative voice.
In “The Simple Art of Murder,” Chandler most clearly expressed his vision of this hero, who must
be “complete,” “common,” and “unusual.” He must be a “man of honor” who is “the best man in his
world and a good enough man for any world.” More specifically, although he is “relatively poor,” he “will
take no man’s money dishonestly.” He is a “common man” who can be among common people, and yet
remains “a lonely man.” And, in true fashion of all hard-boiled detectives, he “talks as a man of his age
talks” and is a man “fit for adventure” (“Simple Art” 18). Although Chandler toned down his “Watsonian
enthusiasm for his detective’s moral superiority” with each consecutive novel, Marlowe, more or less
consistently, fits this description (MacDonald 118).

Raymond Chandler’s Knight
The most popular and widely accepted reading of Philip Marlowe characterizes him as a knighterrant, described by the Oxford English Dictionary as “a knight of medieval romance who [wanders] in
search of adventures and opportunities for deeds of bravery and chivalry.” In light of Marlowe’s heroic
qualities and his strict moral code, it is no wonder that readers of Chandler have often come to this interpretation. In “The Case for Raymond Chandler’s Fiction as Romance,” Jonathan Holden identifies three
elements that connect Marlowe with the chivalric romance: Marlowe’s fictional world, his moral tests,
and the physical danger and punishment he endures.
C. S. Lewis best described the world of the chivalric romance in his essay “The Anthropological
Approach”:
The romancers create a world where everything may, and most things
do, have deeper meaning and a longer history than the errant knight
would have expected; a world of endless forest, quest, hint, prophecy.
Almost every male stranger wears armour; not only that there may be
jousts but because visors hide faces. Any lady may prove a fay or devil;
every castle conceals a holy or unholy mystery. The hero is a sort of
intruder or trespasser; always, unawares, stumbling on to forbidden
ground. Hermits and voices explain just enough to let us know how
completely he is out of his depth, but not enough to dissipate the overall mystery (309-310).
Comparing Lewis’ description with Marlowe’s fictional world reveals a great many similarities, the
only difference being that Chandler’s version is modernized. Lewis’ “endless forest” becomes “the blasé
decadence of Hollywood and California” (Speir 136). Guns rather than armor protect the “male [strangers]” in Marlowe’s world, but for reasons that are just as sinister. The women come in two types: “fays”
like Ann Riordan in Farewell, My Lovely; and devils like Dolores Gonzales of The Little Sister (1949),
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“slim, dark and lovely and smiling. Reeking with sex. Utterly beyond the moral laws of this or any world
[one] could imagine” (Chandler, Little 248). From nightclubs, bars, and gambling boats to mansions,
hotels, and offices, the knight-detective is confronted with an “unholy mystery.” Marlowe is always treading on “forbidden ground.” The clues that he uncovers throughout each novel shed enough light to give
us a hint of “how completely he is out of his depth,” but, on their own, they are “not enough to dissipate
the overall mystery” (Speir 136).
A second connection to the world of romance is that good and evil are easily recognized. A character’s moral standing is not ambiguous: he is either good or bad. In this world, the heroes are heroes,
and the villains are villains; their positions are never in doubt. The hero “is extraordinarily good. It is his
superhuman task to clear up any apparent moral confusions and, by slaying a dragon, to vanquish evil
and purify the realm.” Like the romance hero, Marlowe is superhuman: “[H]e can take more than mortal
punishment and come up fighting and wisecracking …[,] is ultimately immune to all temptations, and
behaves honorably when most of us wouldn’t” (Holden 45). He fights evil by bringing criminals to justice. He aids the helpless, often working for little or no money. He takes a case and sticks to it, without
self-serving motives. For their part, his adversaries, the villains, provide a multitude of obstacles to the
completion of his task.
Every knight is given moral tests to pass, and Marlowe is no exception. The most commonly featured
moral test a knight faces is sexual temptation. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight (ca. 1375-1400), for
example, Sir Gawain is a young knight who must prove his valor, piety, and courtesy when confronted
with a succession of temptations by Morgan le Fay (Holden 44). Marlowe. too, is regularly confronted
with such temptations: Carmen Sternwood lying upon his bed, “as naked and glistening as a pearl” (The
Big Sleep 155); Mavis Weld appearing in “a hostess gown and very little else” (The Little Sister 72); and
nymphomaniac Dolores Gonzales kissing Marlowe with a “mouth … as hot as ever a mouth was” (The
Little Sister 72), to name but a few. Yet, with these women and others, Marlowe remains chaste.
Due to the ubiquity of this kind of moral test in the novels, Marlowe’s (and by extension, Chandler’s)
attitudes toward women have often come under critical scrutiny. As Jerry Speir points out, Marlowe’s
actions and attitudes towards women are commonly interpreted as “conventional women hating,” hardly
the “women-on-a-pedestal syndrome which is historically associated with Marlowe’s kind of knight-errantry” (Speir 111, 113). While I will admit that Marlowe’s relationships with women are strained, I believe that something beyond “women hating” is at the root of the problem. To examine this point, I take
an oft-cited example from The Big Sleep.
In The Big Sleep, Marlowe returns home to find Carmen Sternwood lying naked on his bed. After he
forces her to leave, he says: “I went back to the bed and looked down at it. The imprint of her head was
still in the pillow, of her small corrupt little body. I put my empty glass down and tore the bed to pieces
savagely” (158-9). Complicating matters are Marlowe’s thoughts the next morning: “You can have a
hangover from other things than alcohol. I had one from women. Women made me sick” (159). As Speir
suggests, these remarks, taken in isolation, “do suggest a man with a revulsion for the opposite sex,” an
attitude toward women that hardly fits with that of the knight-errant (112). Yet, what is not taken into
consideration here are the circumstances surrounding the scene. As Speir points out, “this is not the
first time Marlowe has found Carmen nude and up to her own games of sexual coercion”; indeed, she
has “been throwing herself at him” from the beginning of the novel (112). Yes, there is tension between
Marlowe and the opposite sex, but it stems from outside factors rather than from Marlowe’s attitude or
character.
Marlowe’s “problem” with women can also be seen as a result of the knight’s rule of comitatus, “the
duty to protect his liege lord’s interests at all times” and “the first rule of Marlowe’s knightly profession”
(Rzepka 703). In Marlowe’s words, “the client comes first” (The Big Sleep 212-3). Charles Rzepka closely
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links comitatus, or knightly fealty, to “maintaining chastity, or sexual continence” (703). This is especially evident in Marlowe’s loyalty to General Sternwood in The Big Sleep. Finding the General’s younger
daughter Carmen in his bed, Marlowe tells her: “It’s a question of professional pride. You know—professional pride. I’m working for your father. He’s a sick man, very frail, very helpless. He sort of trusts
me not to pull any stunts. Won’t you please get dressed, Carmen?” (156). Remaining chaste presents
Marlowe with a test of his ability to subsume his own human desires beneath the loyalty to his employer
that his personal ethics demand. It creates strain in his relationships with women, because, as he admits,
he’s not “an icicle.…[He has] warm blood just like the next guy” (151).
If nothing, including love, can prevent the knight from completing his quest, then Marlowe should
be able to withstand both physical danger and punishment. He should be like Gawain, who “travels in
the dead of winter in freezing armor to meet his foe, and when he does he is forced to hold still for an
ax-blow which, he believes, will chop his head off” (Holden 44-5). If one examines the novels, this is
exactly the case. Marlowe suffers through and survives an inordinate amount of physical violence and
punishment. He is repeatedly sapped, drugged, beat up, set up, shot at, and imprisoned; he is threatened
with an arsenal of weapons, including guns, knives, ice picks, and fists. He is well accustomed to physical
violence toward his person, and through it all he never wavers from his purpose. He is only temporarily
delayed from continuing his quest. For instance, in Farewell, My Lovely, after being “shot full of dope,”
he talks himself into going on: “‘Okay, Marlowe,’ I said between my teeth. ‘You’re a tough guy. Six feet
of iron man. One hundred and ninety pounds stripped and with your face washed. Hard muscles and no
glass jaw. You can take it. You’ve been sapped down twice, had your throat choked and been beaten half
silly on the jaw with a gun barrel. You’ve been shot full of hop and kept under it until you’re as crazy as
two waltzing mice. And what does all that amount to? Routine. Now let’s see you do something really
tough, like putting your pants on’” (170-1).
In short, Marlowe keeps all three decrees made in Sir Thomas Malory’s Le Morte d’Arthur, in which
the king dictates his knights’ conduct. They are “Never to do outragiousity nor murder, and always to flee
treason; also, by no means to be cruel, but to give mercy unto him that asketh mercy…, and always to do
ladies, damosels, and gentlewomen succour, upon pain of death” (qtd. in Speir 115). While Marlowe’s
success in following this code is less obvious in his relationships with women, and despite the fact that
his attitudes toward these “damsels” may seem strained, he always works in their interest. His task is
always “the knight’s battle against evil as well as [a] quest for truth” (Grella 115). Nevertheless, his quest
is often ironic since the hidden truth he discovers is a source of further evil. Early on, Marlowe realizes
that detection “[isn’t] a game for knights” (Chandler, The Big Sleep 156).

The Knight Turns Frontier Hero
According to George Grella, the chivalric romance is not the only tradition from which Chandler’s
Marlowe emerged. Ostensibly, the writers of the hard-boiled genre created a new type of hero, the private
eye. However, this “new” hero was “actually another avatar of that prototypical American hero, Natty
Bumppo, also called Leatherstocking, Hawkeye, Deerslayer, and Pathfinder” (Grella 106). Through
the phenomenon of the dime novel, later replaced by pulp fiction, characters in the image of Cooper’s
Leatherstocking proliferated. As the wilderness that once was America dwindled and was overtaken
by an increasingly urban environment, the frontier hero evolved in both role and character into the
hard-boiled detective, the new urban hero. Both the detective and Leatherstocking archetype have pronounced physical ability and a keen sense of morality; are isolated from relationships; and work outside
the established social code, “preferring [their] own instinctive justice to the often tarnished justice of
civilization” (Grella 106).
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Perhaps the most characteristic trait of the Leatherstocking archetype is his striking physical ability.
Hawkeye, in The Last of the Mohicans (1826), must undergo unexpected violence, a treacherous countryside, and capture by Indians, only to rescue captives and kill Magua, the villain of the novel. Likewise,
Marlowe must rely upon his strength and physical ability. He may shoot and brawl occasionally, but
more often than not he is subjected to and survives more physical punishment than seems humanly
possible. And, in true Hawkeye fashion, he displays “stoic resistance” to this suffering (Grella 107). The
wisecracks he makes while being beaten are his way of refusing to show pain. In The Long Goodbye, for
example, while Marlowe is suffering a beating by Captain Gregarious, a blow “nearly [takes his] head off.
Bile [seeps] into [his] mouth. [He tastes] blood mixed with it. [He hears] nothing but a roaring in [his]
head” (47). Yet, Marlowe refuses to break, saying, “No man likes to betray a friend but I wouldn’t betray
an enemy into your hands.…[Y]ou had to abuse me, throw coffee in my face, and use your fists on me
when I was in a spot where all I could do was take it. From now on I wouldn’t tell you the time by the
clock on your own wall” (48).
Often, for Marlowe, such physical abuse comes as a result of scrupulously following his own moral
code. Like the frontier hero, Marlowe has an innate sense of morality. Just as Leatherstocking’s “notorious virtue” seems to be almost “a hereditary trait” (Smith 96), Marlowe refuses certain kinds of detective
work, and will hire out for “only the fairly honest kinds” (Chandler, Lady in the Lake 9). He works for
little or no money, and has difficulty accepting or spending it when he believes he did not earn it honestly.
In The Long Goodbye, for instance, he says of a five-thousand dollar bill, “I’ll never spend a nickel of it.
Because there was something wrong with the way I got it” (281). Beyond his sense of duty, Marlowe is
motivated by compassion, is “drawn to the outcast, the vulnerable, [and] the miserable, often working
only for what [he conceives] as justice” (Grella 108). He tells Bernie Ohls in The Long Goodbye, “I’m a
romantic, Bernie. I hear voices crying in the night and I go see what’s the matter. You don’t make a dime
that way. You got sense, you shut your windows and turn up more sound on the TV set.…Stay out of
other people’s troubles. All it can get you is the smear.…You don’t make a dime that way” (280-1).
Marlowe’s moral code oftentimes “exacts severe personal sacrifice” as well in the area of love and
friendship (Grella 109). Throughout the novels, Marlowe is denied masculine companionship. In The
Long Goodbye, for instance, Terry Lennox comes close, but at the end leaves Marlowe listening to his
footsteps fade down the hallway. Companionship or romance with the “desirable woman” is likewise
denied him by virtue of her character: she is usually “corrupt, a bitch or a murderess, too evil to deserve
[his] compassion” (Grella 109). In The Little Sister, for example, Marlowe must reject three women:
Mavis Weld, the excessively sexual Dolores Gonzales, and Orfamay Quest, in appearance the innocent
virgin but in reality the blackmailing accessory to a murder. Because of his moral code, and the inappropriateness of these women as mates, he is denied the opportunity for passion and must remain celibate.
In addressing his “love” for Mavis Weld, he also highlights the difference in moral code that makes her
an unsuitable mate when he says that a relationship with Mavis “would be kind of silly. I could sit in the
dark with her and hold hands, but for how long? In a little while she will drift off into a haze of glamour
and expensive clothes and froth and unreality and muted sex. She won’t be a real person any more. Just
a voice from a sound track, a face on a screen. I’d want more than that” (248). This is yet another link to
his frontier hero predecessors. In The Deerslayer, for example, the chaste Leatherstocking must remain
celibate because his possible love interest is “stained by past coquetries,” while her “offstage marriage [to]
a British officer” highlights the different moral code by which the frontier hero operates (Smith 67).
The final trait that Marlowe and the frontier hero share is isolation. Leatherstocking is the “lonely
man of the forests,” representing the “antithesis between nature and civilization, between freedom and
law” (Grella 106; Smith 60). Marlowe, as a private detective, is also separate from the law. He is not an
extension of the police; in fact, he often refuses to disclose information to them in order to protect his
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client. He prefers to work separately from the police because he finds their brutality, corruption, and
incompetence at odds with his conception of justice. In most instances, he is the object of their fierce
tactics. Consider, for example, a scene from The Lady in the Lake in which two corrupt Bay City cops force
Marlowe to drink whisky, threatening that if he does not, “We might get the idea you wanted feetprints
on your stomach”; they then punch him anyway and arrest him on the charge of drunk driving (1723). In The Long Goodbye, Marlowe verbalizes his contempt for cops of this type when he tells Captain
Gregarious, “’You’re not only a gorilla, you’re an incompetent’” (48). At odds with the police, denied
masculine friendship, and devoid of an appropriate female companion, Marlowe is a lonely man in a
lonely town.
Leatherstocking’s habitat is the frontier, that unexplored periphery that is still wild, unknown, unconquered, and uninhabited. It is therefore fitting that Chandler sets all of his novels in California,
“where the frontier has finally disappeared” (Grella 110). Marlowe is a Leatherstocking who, in essence,
has run out of territory. He has completed the westward movement; the frontier is no more. He has arrived in California only to find that the pull westward to conquer a vacant continent has not brought
him to the idyllic territory he had hoped to find. As Grella writes, “He does not find the Edenic land of
his dreams, the Great Good Place of the American imagination, but the Great Bad Place. He finds … a
green and golden land raped of its fecundity and beauty. Where he had expected innocence and love, he
finds the pervasive blight of sin, a society fallen from grace, an endless struggle against evil. Instead of a
fertile valley, he discovers a cultural cesspool.…He finds the American Dream metamorphosed into the
American Nightmare” (112-3). The images of a nightmare and cultural cesspool provide a stark oppositional background for the detective and his moral code, thus accentuating his distinctness. As the “best
man in his world,” he is set apart (Chandler, “Simple Art” 18). The world is almost unworthy of a man of
his caliber. He does not fit into the “urban jungle” in which he is left to roam (Grella 112).

Marlowe and Raymond Chandler’s Los Angeles
California may be unworthy of Marlowe’s inherent goodness, but the impression that its moral
geography makes on him is an important contributor to his character. In essence, the modern knight/
frontier hero needs the contrast of the “luxury trades, the pansy decorators, the Lesbian dress designers, the riffraff of a big hard-boiled city with no more personality than a paper cup” to show what he is
not (Chandler, The Little Sister 183-4). Such a backdrop of characters makes him look even more moral
than he would be in an entirely different setting. In Raymond Chandler’s Los Angeles, a city where “pale
stars … know enough to keep their distance,” he appears almost angelic (67).
Chandler, Chicago-born and England-raised, first migrated to Southern California in 1913, and,
after World War I, returned there to settle. It was a period in which Los Angeles was undergoing tremendous change. Between 1880 and 1930, Los Angeles was the best-advertised city in America, promoted “as
the New World Garden, the new El Dorado, the place of the fresh start and unlimited opportunity” (Fine
198). People were drawn to the state for various reasons: to bask in the warmer climate, to recover from
illness, to indulge in a number of new religions and philosophies, and to live the American Dream. By the
end of the 1930s, Los Angeles had replaced San Francisco as California’s most populated metropolitan
area, with a population of approximately 1.5 million; the “California Dream” had “migrated south” (Fine
198).
As a resident of Los Angeles County, a one time Vice President of South Basin Oil Company, and
a Hollywood screen writer and Academy Award nominee, Raymond Chandler soaked “in the ambience
and details of metropolitan Los Angeles” (Starr 305). He witnessed and experienced Los Angeles life
on a number of different levels. He saw the city during Depression, war, and peace. While living there,
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Chandler survived on as little as $2000 a year, only later to earn so much that he paid $50,000 in income
tax (Starr 305). Although he and his wife Cissy moved constantly, 1940s Los Angeles remained a central
focus in his novels. Ultimately, Chandler’s experiences in Los Angeles, along with his attention to detail,
his brilliant dialogue, and his creative mind earned him the title of Los Angeles’ Poet Laureate.
Chandler portrays Los Angeles as a bright city with a dark underworld. Only Chandler could “reduce the sunny California setting to a gray atmosphere of despair: bourbon for breakfast, bloody corpses,
and shadowy streets lit by neon lights” (Phillips xxiii). Interestingly, most of Chandler’s first novel, The
Big Sleep, portrays California not as the sunny land of endless beach, but as a dreary, dark, cloudy, raindrenched land. The traditional portrayal of California is absent, while an almost Seattle-like milieu takes
over. The setting mirrors the dark underbelly of Los Angeles life.
The novel begins by describing the Golden State in a way far different from the boosters’ advertisements. Not only is “the sun not shining,” but there is “a look of hard wet rain in the clearness of the
foothills” (3). Immediately in the opening scene, and throughout the rest of the novel, Chandler subverts
the rose-tinted view of the city that was being advertised to the outside world. Chandler portrays Los
Angeles and nearby Hollywood as places where respectable façades often mask more sinister dealings. In
Chandler’s hands, California became a place where illusion and reality collided, where it was not clear
where one ended and the other began.
Because of this duality, the city becomes Marlowe’s “constant adversary,” breeding an evil that he
searches out and uncovers (Phillips xxiii). In The Big Sleep, for instance, it is up to Marlowe to find out
that a business called Rare Books and De Luxe Editions is a cover for a pornography ring. In Chandler’s
Los Angeles, things are never what they appear to be. While Chandler details “the crimes made possible
in a place that was up for grabs and where fortunes were made in the exploitation of water, land, and oil,”
it is Marlowe’s duty to eradicate such evil from the City of Angels, one case at a time (Fine 198). Despite
Marlowe’s successes and his persistent attempts, however, after seven novels crime remains as rampant as
ever. The city is rife with “gangsters, psychos, and con artists” who people the seedy underworld (Phillips
xxiii). Their evil permeates every facet of California life. Given this, it is little wonder that Chandler chose
this setting as his hero’s haunt.
Marlowe himself fluctuates between love and hate in his relationship with the city. At one time, something brought this Santa Rosa native to the mean streets of Los Angeles. As Starr puts it, Marlowe, “like
so many of his clients, is a victim of the siren call of L.A.” (307). In The Little Sister, Marlowe describes
the Los Angeles that used to be: “There were trees along Wilshire Boulevard. Beverly Hills was a country
town. Westwood was bare hills and lots offering at eleven hundred dollars and no takers. Hollywood was
a bunch of frame houses on the interurban line. Los Angeles was just a big dry sunny place with ugly
homes and no style, but goodhearted and peaceful. It had the climate they just yap about now. People
used to sleep out on porches.” He admits that he “used to like this town … a long time ago” and laments
its transformation from the so-called “Athens of America” to “a neon-lighted slum.” The transformation
of the city and the feelings it engenders in Marlowe are made clear when he spies a club with a packed
terrace and parking lot. It is so overcrowded, that the people are “like ants on a piece of overripe fruit”
(183). The image immediately tells the reader what has changed Los Angeles: the population boom of the
early twentieth century. Marlowe, too, is reminded of what Los Angeles has become, and begins to name
its faults.
Earlier in the novel, Marlowe has driven from Sunset Boulevard, through Malibu, and back to Los
Angeles. As he does so, he berates every place on his route. Hollywood screen stars are written off with
a decided “phooey.” They are simply “the veterans of a thousand beds.” Malibu holds more of the same:
“More movie stars. More pink and blue bathtubs. More tufted beds. More Chanel No. 5. More Lincoln
Continentals and Cadillacs. More wind-blown hair and sunglasses and attitudes and pseudo-refined voic-
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es and waterfront morals.” Just when the reader believes that Marlowe couldn’t be any harsher, he announces that he “smelled Los Angeles before [he] got to it,” and “it smelled stale and old like a living
room that had been closed too long” (80-81).
The sentiments certainly depict a man fed up with the crowded streets, the loose morals, the film
star snobbery, and all the other aspects of metropolitan life. And the novel makes it ever clearer why
our moral knight and frontier hero just does not fit in among the refuse that populates the city. It leaves
one asking the question, Why doesn’t he leave? There are plenty of towns that mirror the Los Angeles that
Marlowe came to and that would be vastly different from the one that he inhabits now.
In The Dream Endures: California Enters the 1940s, Kevin Starr ventures to explain Marlowe’s predicament. He argues that Los Angeles made the careers of both Chandler and Marlowe, and without it
they would have been “disembodied ghosts” (306). The city had sparked Chandler’s imagination, allowing him to artfully write seven novels and a host of short stories. Starr concludes, “Without the crime,
the gangsters, the corrupt cops, the shakedowns, the payoffs, the seedy hotels of Los Angeles, what
would Chandler have to write about? Or how would Philip Marlowe make his living? Like Chandler,
Marlowe knows the nasty underside of the town, knows how it could eat up little people by giving them
impossible hopes. Yet where is Marlowe to go? The pain and misbehavior of Los Angeles are not only his
craft and profession, they are his obsession as well. It is too late to leave, too late to learn another place”
(306-7).
Although Los Angeles is no longer the city of Marlowe’s dreams, it is his obsession. He is the knight
who patrols the mean streets, doing good and vanquishing evil. He is the frontier hero who has arrived
in California to find that there is no more unexplored territory, but nevertheless has made it his home.
He treats the urban jungle as his new frontier and becomes a champion for the innocent. The decadence
of Los Angeles provides Marlowe with a duty that fits his dual role as knight and frontier hero. For better
or worse, this world of crooked cops, brutal murderers, grifters, racketeers, and sleazy blondes provides
Marlowe with his occupation and his identity.

Conclusion: Marlowe as an American Hero
The common thread that ties together these varied aspects of Marlowe’s character is his Americanness. Defining something as American, however, is a difficult endeavor. The question, “What is an
American?”, is one that has been asked at least since 1782, when Hector St. John de Crevecoeur devoted a chapter to it in his Letters from an American Farmer. As people throughout our nation’s history
have attempted to answer this question, they have relied upon the “varying national self-consciousness”
that has changed with the times (Smith 3). Freedom and republicanism may define our country at one
time, while melting pot, capitalism, Manifest Destiny, and world superpower define it at others. In the
case of Raymond Chandler, an additional complication arises when one considers how a self-professed
Anglophile, who learned American English as a separate dialect, can be said to create a truly American
character. Nevertheless, based upon the genres that produced him, the archetypes upon which he is
modeled, and the setting he inhabits, certainly Chandler’s Marlowe is as American as any character in
American literature.
In terms of detective fiction as a genre, the likes of Philip Marlowe, Sam Spade, and the Op had
never been seen in British detection, which was too genteel and too invested in the detective’s superior
reasoning abilities to produce a character so hard-boiled. Although Chandler may have been reared in
England, the dialogue he wrote is anything but British. Chandler’s character spoke an American slang
in a poetically sharp-edged manner. You would never hear Poe’s Hurcule Poirot grumble, “Oh hell and
fireflies,” and then see him “gobble a quick drink” (Chandler, The High Window 261). Nor would you
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hear Sherlock Holmes explain, “Then we have Dr. Lester Vukanich. Ear, Nose, and Throat, Stockwell
Building on Hollywood Boulevard. This one’s a dilly. Office practice mostly, and seems to sort of specialize in chronic sinus infections. Rather a neat routine. You go in and complain of a sinus headache and
he washes out your antrums for you. First of course he has to anesthetize with Novocain. But if he likes
your looks it don’t have to be Novocain. Catch?” (The Long Goodbye 115). In words and actions, Marlowe
exudes the physical toughness that has come to be identified as an American trait.
While King Arthur and his knights stemmed from British antiquity, Philip Marlowe is a thoroughly
modern American knight. Although the origins of this archetype may not be American, Chandler’s updating of it most certainly is. In Philip Marlowe’s adventures, the world of literary romance is given a modernized, American twist. Marlowe adheres to the duties of a knight-errant, but never loses his American
flavor. A “shop-soiled Galahad,” he is worn and faded from the trials that an American experience has
dealt him, but always perseveres (Chandler, The High Window 209).
James Fenimore Cooper was the first author to portray American scenes and characters in a serious
manner, and Marlowe is in many respects a Cooperesque character. He has Leatherstocking’s physical competence, moral code, and isolation from entangling domestic relationships. He is also placed in
Leatherstocking’s frontier–only one hundred years later, it is no longer the frontier, or even the edge of
the frontier, but a settled urban space–yet violent, dangerous, and nearly anarchic nonetheless.
Like his creator, Marlowe came to Los Angeles when it stood as a symbol for the culmination of the
American Dream. The city not only supplied Marlowe with his profession but also became his obsession.
Its dark underworld provided a distinct contrast not only to the glamour of its popular image, but also
to the moral light that guided the detective-hero. As Marlowe’s haunt, it allows Chandler to illustrate the
good and bad of American society: the moral and the indecent, the honest and the crooked, the lawful
and the lawless. What better location to choose to illustrate these dualities of American culture than Los
Angeles and Hollywood, cities where illusion and reality come head to head?
Yet, while Marlowe appears to be the prototypical American character, there remains something
elusive about him. He is American, but not unequivocally so. While some have attributed this–rightly in
my estimation–to Chandler’s distinctively British prose, I would like to take it a bit further and ascribe
it to Chandler’s ambivalence about his own national identity. As an American citizen raised in England,
Chandler was a man without a clear national identity. In a letter to Carl Brandt, he once wrote:
I had grown up in England and all my relatives were either English or
Colonial. And yet I was not English. I had no feeling of identity with
the United States, and yet I resented the kind of ignorant and snobbish
criticism of Americans that was current at the time. During my year
in Paris I had run across a good many Americans, and most of them
seemed to have a lot of bounce and liveliness and to be thoroughly enjoying themselves in situations where the average Englishman of the
same class would be stuffy or completely bored. But I wasn’t one of
them. I didn’t even speak their language. I was, in effect, a man without
a country (Letters 250).
If, as Ross MacDonald and others have noted, there is “an interplay between the mind of Chandler and
the voice of Marlowe” (119), it stands to reason that Chandler’s ambivalence over–or alienation from–a
national identity would be transferred to Marlowe. The detective’s tough exterior and hard-boiled dialogue almost allow him to fit into an American setting, but in the end he still walks down those “mean
streets” alone. Refused companionship, a love interest, or even the camaraderie of a co-worker, Marlowe
is detached from the society in which he inhabits. He may “speak their language,” but he is not “one of
them” (Letters 250).
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Yet his literary identity remains distinctive. And so we take leave of our hero. Darkness is falling
upon the city of Los Angeles. Clouds are covering the sky, depriving the night of moon and stars. The
pale light from street lamps and neon signs picks up the glimmer of rain-drenched asphalt. The air is still.
The sound of pounding footsteps echoes through a back alley where a dead man lies. Gunshots ring out
in a flea-bag hotel. The sound of a woman’s scream penetrates the darkness. Somewhere, two crooked
cops are tailing their next victim. In the heart of the city, a sheer curtain rustles in the window of an office. A phone rings. Once. Twice. A sturdy hand lifts the receiver and cradles it in his hand: “Yeah, this
is Marlowe.”

Notes
1. Listed here are the dates of the stories’ original publications in various serials. The three stories first appeared together
in 1845 in a volume simply titled, Tales, the edition referenced on the Works Cited page. Publishing history as well as
links to reprints of the 1845 versions of the stories can be found at “Poe’s Tales,” on the website of the E. A. Poe Society
of Baltimore (http://www.eapoe.org/works/tales/index.htm). [ed. note]
2. This quote comes from Chandler’s essay, “The Simple Art of Murder,” which was first published in the Atlantic Monthly in
December 1944. It was later revised for Howard Haycraft’s anthology The Art of the Mystery Story (New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1946). It appeared again, in yet another revised form, in a 1950 collection published by Houghton Mifflin that
contained several of Chandler’s short stories and that took the essay’s name for its title. All references to Chandler’s essay
hereafter derive from the 1988 Vintage edition, which is based on the 1950 Houghton Mifflin edition. [ed. note]
3. Killer in the Rain is a collection of Chandler’s short stories that takes its name from a story that appeared in Black Mask
in January 1935. The collection, first published in 1964, also includes the stories “The Curtain,” “The Man Who Liked
Dogs,” “Try the Girl,” “Mandarin’s Jade” and “The Lady in the Lake,” which are referenced later in this essay. Later
references to these stories are based on the versions and pagination used in the collection.
4. “Red Wind,” originally published in Dime Detective magazine in January 1938, is another of the short stories that ended
up serving as the title piece for a collection, which was published by World Publishers in 1946. The four other stories
included are “Blackmailers Don’t Shoot,” “I’ll Be Waiting,” “Goldfish,” and “Guns at Cyrano’s.” Later references to these
stories are based on the versions and pagination used in the collection.
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The Role of Lysyl Oxidase-Like Protein (LOXL)
in Mouse Hippocampal Long-Term Potentiation
Nathan W. Bronson
Abstract
Lysyl oxidase-like protein (LOXL) is a member of the LOX copper-dependent amine oxidase family and plays a role in the development and
maintenance of the extracellular matrix. Immunohistological staining
(rabbit polyclonal antibody 1:500) of transverse hippocampal slices
showed LOXL was expressed in the dentate gyrus of LOXL+/+ but not
LOXL-/- mice, and not in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer of either. Dentate granule cells from LOXL-/- mice were smaller than those in LOXL
+/+ mice. We tested the hypothesis that lack of LOXL and altered morphology may result in changes in neuronal plasticity in the dentate gyrus. Electrical recordings were obtained in 300 m hippocampal slices
in the dentate (following perforant path stimulation) and in the CA1
pyramidal cell layer (following stimulation of the stratum radiatum).
Potentiation (measured 30 minutes after tetanus) was expressed as a
percentage of the pre-tetanus population spike amplitude. Potentiation
in the CA1 cell layer of 12 LOXL-/- and 12 LOXL+/+ mice was 188.4
9.3% and 184.4 13.7%, respectively (mean SE). The dentate showed
potentiation of 119.2 7.0% and 119.3 3.9% in 12 LOXL-/- and 12
LOXL+/+ mice, respectively. As measured by PSA there was no significant difference in potentiation between LOXL+/+ and LOXL-/- mice in
either the dentate granule or CA1 pyramidal cell layers. Because there
are marked dentate structural changes in LOXL-/- mice, we conclude
that in LOXL-/- mice other structural proteins may compensate so that
pre- and post-synaptic elements remain functionally positioned to ensure viable synaptic plasticity.
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Introduction

F

or over a century the medial temporal region of the brain, and more specifically the hippocampus,
has been the suspected site of long-term memory disorders such as amnesia. However, until 1986
there had not been any published clinical reports in which the human subjects had damage to the hippocampus alone. Because of this absence, understanding of the nature of the link between memory and
the hippocampus was based on speculation.
On September 18, 1978 a patient named R. B. suffered an ischemic episode that resulted from an arterial tear following coronary bypass surgery. During this episode R. B. developed a bilateral lesion in the
CA1 region of his hippocampus but no other significant damage elsewhere in the brain. Zola-Morgan1
reported that this lesion resulted in an anterograde amnesia in which R. B. could remember everything
he learned prior to the surgery but could not recall events that occurred afterward. This finding strongly
supported the speculation that the hippocampus plays an important role in memory and learning.
The hippocampus may facilitate the storage of information by enabling increases in synaptic efficiency for very specific neural circuits. Bliss2,3 confirmed this possibility when in the early 1970s he reported that high frequency stimulation of specific neural pathways in the hippocampus led to an increase
in synaptic strength. This increase is now termed “Long-Term Potentiation” or LTP. While LTP is not
permanent, it does last a matter of hours in vitro and days in vivo5 and may contribute to the conversion
of short-term to long-term memory4.
The cellular mechanism responsible for LTP induction involves the activation of two post-synaptic
glutamate receptors, NMDAR and AMPAR, by a high frequency stimulus termed tetanus. During single
shock stimulation, the pre-synaptic terminal releases moderate levels of glutamate. This neurotransmitter
binds to AMPAR on the post-synaptic membrane to open a channel so that ions may flow down their concentration gradient into the cell, moderately depolarizing the post-synaptic membrane. NMDA receptors
lie dormant, their channels plugged by Mg++ ions. During tetanus, high levels of glutamate are released
and the post-synaptic membrane is strongly depolarized to knock the Mg2+ plug off of the NMDAR and
allow its channel to open. Ca2+ may now enter the post-synaptic cell through the NMDA channel and induce a cascade of biochemical reactions that in turn induce the up-regulation of post-synaptic receptors,
causing an increase in the excitability of the post-synaptic cell. At this point low frequency stimuli evoke
a much larger response than previously in the hippocampal network, the hallmark of LTP (Fig. 1).
The proteins collagen and elastin are crosslinked by the enzyme lysyl oxidase to form a rigid
matrix that supports cellular structures and membrane components. Lysyl oxidases comprise a
family of copper-dependent amine oxidases that
link collagen and elastin fibers of the extracellular
matrix by oxidizing and binding inter- and intra6,7
molecular peptidyl lysines. The pre-and postsynaptic endings of hippocampal dentate granule
cells may be held in alignment by this extracellular matrix. The AMPAR and NMDAR, two postsynaptic glutamate receptors critical to the develFigure 1. The cellular components of LTP. Note that increased
glutamate release (right) activates the NMDAR and allows opment of LTP, may also be held in place by the
calcium to flow into the post-synaptic cell, an event that proteins collagen and elastin of the extracellular
does not occur during normal transmission but that sets off a matrix.
biochemical cascade that serves to establish and maintain LTP.
Recently, researchers at the University of
(Figure courtesy of Nicoll and Malenka.5)
Hawaii developed a knockout mouse that does
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not express lysyl oxidase-like protein (LOXL), and found that dentate granule cells in the hippocampus
of this animal were smaller than those observed in the hippocampus of wild-type littermates. A mouse
deficient in the LOXL enzyme may not be able to properly align critical synaptic components and thus
may not be able to generate LTP.
Hence, we hypothesized that lack of LOXL and the resulting altered morphology of dentate granule
cells may result in altered neuronal plasticity in the dentate gyrus.

Materials and Methods
ANIMALS

Twenty-four mice of approximately eight weeks of age were obtained from the University of Hawaii
and housed according to standards approved by the UC Davis Animal Care and Use Committee. All mice
were housed together in a 12:12 light:dark cycle and fed ad libitum. Experimental animals consisted of
four groups: 6 male LOXL-/-, 6 female LOXL-/-, 6 male LOXL +/+, and 6 female +/+. All animals were of a
C57BL6 genetic background and, to ensure objectivity, experimenters who performed slice experiments
were kept unaware of the subject’s genotype at the time of experiments.
TISSUE PREPARATION AND INCUBATION

Each animal was sacrificed between 0800 and 0840 PST by decapitation during the first hour of its
light cycle. The brain was immediately excised and placed in high sucrose/low sodium artificial cerebrospinal fluid (HSLSaCSF) for one minute at approximately 3oC. The hippocampus was removed and
then sectioned to 300µm thick slices using a vibratome. Hippocampal slices were immediately placed in
HSLSaCSF at approximately 33.8 °C and perfused with 95/5% O2/CO2 gas for 30 minutes, then allowed
to cool passively to room temperature over a period of 30 minutes. Slices were subsequently transferred
via wide mouth pipette to standard aCSF perfused with 95/5% O2/CO2 gas, where they remained until
the time of experiment.
LTP INDUCTION
CA1

A
DG

B

Figure 2. The anatomy of the hippocampus. A
schematic diagram showing the hippocamus in the
brain (B), the hippocampal slice, and the lamellar
organization of the hippocampal neural network
(A). Note the pathway between the dentate gyrus
(DG) and the CA1 pyramidal cell layer.

Electrodes were placed in the slice in two geometrical
arrangements: 1) to record evoked responses in the dentate
gyrus, tungsten stimulating elctrodes were placed in the perforant pathway (pp) and a borosilicate glass recording electrode was placed in the dentate gyrus granule cell layer (DG);
2) to record evoked responses in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer, tungsten stimulating electrodes were placed among the
Schaffer collaterals (SCA) in the CA3 region of the stratum
radiatum and a borosilicate glass recording electrode was
placed in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer (Fig. 2).
The protocol to determine whether an evoked population response was enhanced by tetanus was as follows:
1) Evoked responses for increasing stimulus amplitude were recorded in order to construct an input/
output curve so that we could establish the halfmaximal stimulus. Then a series of four averages of
five evoked responses each was recorded over 20
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2)
3)
4)
5)

minutes to establish a baseline response at a half-maximal stimulus.
The slice was tetanized—shocked with a half-maximal voltage at 100Hz for one second five
times.
A series of seven averages of five evoked responses each was recorded over thirty minutes to
establish a post-tetanus response at half-maximal stimulus.
The mean of the last four responses was divided by the mean of the four baseline responses, and
expressed as a percent to determine the degree of potentiation.
An evoked response was recorded at a stimulus intensity greater than half-maximal to ensure
that the slice was not saturated.

Results
LTP was reliably established and maintained (Fig. 3), but there was no statistically significant difference between mice of different genders or genotypes (Fig. 4). Potentiation in the CA1 cell layer of 12
LOXL-/- and 12 LOXL+/+ mice was 188.4 9.3% and 184.4 13.7%, respectively (mean SE). The dentate showed potentiation of 119.2 7.0% and 119.3 3.9% in 12 LOXL-/- and 12 LOXL+/+ mice, respectively. LTP was consistently higher when measured in the CA1 region of both genotypes and genders,
relative to the LTP measured in the dentate gyrus region of the hippocampus (Fig. 5).
As indicated by immunohistochemical staining, LOXL was found to be expressed by the dentate
granule cells in the hippocampus of LOXL+/+ mice, but not of LOXL+/- or LOXL-/- mice. LOXL was not
expressed in the CA1 region of any mice (Fig. 6).

Figure 3. Population spike amplitude. The amplitude of
the evoked response was determined by using the equation
[(A-B)+(C-B)]/2.

Figure 4. A representative recording of LTP in the
hippocampus. A stable baseline was recorded over 20
minutes, a tetanus was applied, and recordings were taken
at the same half-maximal stimulus intensity for 35 minutes
after tetanus. The evoked response increases dramatically
and remains increased after a tetanus is applied. This longlasting increase is indicative of LTP.
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Figure 5. The LTP of mice as measured by population spike amplitude, grouped by genotype and gender. A) LTP
measured in the CA1 region of the hippocampus. B) LTP measured in the dentate gyrus region of the hippocampus. Means are
expressed standard error.

A

C

B
Figure 6. Selected localization
of LOXL in the hippocampus of
LOXL+/+, -/-, and +/- mice. The
presence of lysyl oxidase-like protein
is shown as a light rust-colored
immunohistochemical stain while
blue represents nuclear staining. A)
Lysyl oxidase is expressed in CA3
(bottom right) but not in CA1 (top
left) pyramidal cells of the wild-type
mouse. B) LOXL is expressed in the
dentate gyrus of LOXL+/+ mice but
not in that of LOXL +/- or -/- mice.
C) LOXL is expressed in the denate
granule cells of LOXL +/+ mice but
not in those of LOXL +/- or LOXL/- mice. LOXL is not expressed in
the CA1 pyramidal cells of any of
these animals. (Photomicrographs
courtesy of Dr. Pingan Li and Dr.
Katalin Csiszar, University of Hawaii.)
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Discussion
The current study suggests that plastic changes, and more specifically LTP, in the dentate granular
and CA1 pyramidal circuits of the hippocampus are not dependant on the presence of lysyl oxidaselike protein. While structural differences were observed between the dentate granule cells of LOXL-/mice and those of LOXL+/+ mice, the ability to establish and maintain LTP was equal in both groups.
Accordingly, while LOXL may be needed for the proper development of dentate granular cells, such
development is not needed in either the establishment or maintenance of LTP. However, one alternative
explanation for this finding may be that developmental mechanisms have compensated for structural
deficiencies resulting from the lack of LOXL. For example, other proteins in the lysyl oxidase family
which serve a similar function as LOXL may have been up-regulated in response to the LOXL deficiency
imposed by our knockout. As a result, any effects of the knockout may be masked by compensatory
mechanisms. Further studies of the expression of other lysyl oxidases in this model must be completed
to rule out such a possibility.
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The Colombian Monetary Policy Experience:
Attempts at Disinflation, 1990-2002
Alfredo Burlando
Introduction

T

his essay provides an in-depth analysis of the way the Colombian Central Bank has conducted monetary policy since the early nineties. There are several reasons why Colombia is an interesting case
study. For most of the past three decades, Colombia has maintained a fairly high inflation rate, averaging
24.9% between 1975 and 1992 (see Fig. 1). Economic reforms were implemented in 1991, and from that
point on the country followed a process of disinflation that led to the current inflation level of 6-7%.
While most Latin American economies were able to stabilize their inflation at low levels in a matter of
months or a few years, Columbia took some thirteen years and is still struggling to maintain the lower
rates amid changes in policy and in the economic conditions of the country. Implicit in the uniqueness
of the Colombian example are two fundamentally interesting questions: first, what factors were most
influential in driving down inflation; and second, why did it take so long?

Figure 1. Rate of Colombian inflation (in percentages, left), 1955-2001.
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A convincing answer to these questions must take into account several factors. The conduct of fiscal
policy has a very important role in determining prices: a spendthrift government is more likely to fuel
inflation, or to counteract disinflation, than a fiscally responsible one. Monetary policy also affects inflation by means of complex transmission mechanisms. Furthermore, the structure of the economy must
also be taken into consideration. Nominal rigidities such as varying degrees of wage indexation or of
union power in wage setting can effectively impede a smooth transition to low inflation even under the
presence of strict fiscal policy and brilliant monetary management. Psychology as well must be included
in the answer, given that consumer assumptions and expectations can drive rates of inflation in either
direction or can keep them static even in the face of shifting economic conditions.
It is not the objective of this analysis to go over each and every one of the elusive parts contributing
to the broader answer. Instead, this work focuses exclusively on the role of monetary policy, in the belief
that it plays the leading role in affecting prices. This is particularly true in Colombia, where a primary
mission of the Central Bank has been to fight inflation.
This essay assesses the Colombian Central Bank’s actions in light of its mission of stabilizing prices.
It will show that the Bank has maintained a policy that on average is conducive to lower prices, and that
the disinflation of the nineties is in many respects the positive outcome of such policies. However, I will
also suggest that, although this policy has been mildly successful, its effectiveness is ultimately hampered
by the fact that it is a patchwork of different approaches and strategies with limited overall coherence. In
particular, I contend that the conduct of monetary policy in the early 1990s was more hawkish against
inflation than it has been in the last few years. This claim might come as a surprise, given that it is often
suggested that the Colombian Central Bank seriously undertook inflation targeting only after 1999, when
exchange rate constraints were eliminated. It might also seem to run counter to the facts, since the bulk
of disinflation took place after 1999. Nevertheless, this idea may not be so far-fetched when we consider
two facts: first, that the exchange rate peg and crawling band often worked as an implicit inflation target
for most of the nineties, and, second, that the expansionary policies of the last five years can be defended
on the grounds of hastening a recovery from the terrible 1999 recession, which may well be the true
cause of the sudden disinflation.

Theoretical Underpinnings
INFLATION

Until a few decades ago, inflation was deemed to be a necessary evil. Keynesian theories of price
stickiness and empirical analysis of the relation between inflation and unemployment showed that nominal changes—for example, growth in money supply—had a real effect on the economy. It was widely
believed that there was a tradeoff, also known as the Phillips curve, between the level of inflation and
economic growth. Eager to exploit such a tradeoff, many governments around the world pursued expansionary monetary policies designed to increase inflation rates and promote high economic growth. These
policies were widely favored in Central and South America as well; already in the sixties many countries,
including Colombia, were experiencing the dual acceleration of prices and growth.
The positive relationship between inflation and economic growth, however, proved to be shortlived; the seventies and the eighties left most countries with high inflation rates and sluggish growth.
The so-called monetarists, led by Lucas, were able to prove that rationality of the agents in the economy
could explain the breakdown of the Phillips curve. Lucas’s critique led to the important theoretical conclusion that an increase in the money supply caused by expansionary monetary policies has a dual effect
on the economy. First, it causes a permanent increase in prices; second, it causes a temporary economic
expansion, soon replaced by a return to the steady state of the economy. It directly follows from this
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conclusion that monetary policy in the long run has no effect on output but leaves its permanent mark
on the inflation rate.
Once the party caused by inflation’s short-term benefits to the economy was over, policymakers were
left with the broken dishes. Inflation has many liabilities, as explained by Bernanke, Laubach, Mishkin
and Posen (1999). In their book Inflation Targeting, they offer several reasons why even moderate levels
of inflation can be harmful for an economy, and why countries experiencing high inflation usually experience poor economic performance. In periods of high inflation, the purchasing power of money falls
steadily, forcing people to hold less cash. Often this means a smaller money demand and an overextension of the financial system as people use checks and other financial transactions more often than simple
cash transactions.1 High inflation is also a central cause of uncertainty in an economy, and thus a source
of market inefficiency. For example, it may be responsible for the poor functioning of product and labor
markets, as prices lose their meaning and people find it difficult to assess what constitutes a “fair price”
for merchandise or for services. More compelling to the case of Colombia, inflation has grave distributional effects; higher inflation can erode savings of the middle classes if the savings are kept in low-yielding current accounts. Whereas wealthier and more educated households may be able to avoid those costs
by employing somewhat complicated financial tools, many people belonging to the lower classes or living in rural areas lack either the knowledge or the access to those tools and are unable to maintain the
purchasing power of their savings. Under those circumstances, inflation acts like a regressive tax that hits
those at the bottom of the economic ladder the hardest.
One way governments have sheltered their constituents from these unwanted consequences is by
indexing prices—especially wages—to inflation. Colombia in particular has employed indexation widely
throughout its economy, from wages to prices of selected commodities. Nonetheless, no indexation is
widespread enough to truly counterbalance the effects of the inflation “tax.” In particular, the tax system
is never fully indexed, and thus inflation erodes a key component of government revenues. Perhaps more
importantly, wage indexation does not necessarily apply to the informal sector, which is problematic for
a country like Colombia where the informal economy is large.
This analysis is not the right place to discuss the merits of these arguments, in particular of the view
that low inflation is preferable because it increases the efficiency of the economy and therefore allows for
faster economic growth. It is worth noticing that, in the words of Bernanke et al (1999), “obtaining direct
empirical confirmation of a link between inflation and the overall economic performance of the economy
is very difficult.” Sarel (1996) found that negative effects increase sharply at higher rates of inflation but
are not significant at rates of inflation below 8% or so; other research points out that most of the costs associated with high inflation are derived from the greater unpredictability of price changes associated with
inflation (Judson and Orphanides, 1996; Hutchison and Walsh, 1996). In any case, early estimates of a
growth effect caused by Colombian disinflation suggest that decreasing inflation by 10% would increase
the long-term rate of growth by 0.5% (Uribe, 1994).2
THE ROLE OF THE CENTRAL BANK

It is safe to conclude that central banks ultimately are unable to provide for long-term economic
growth, and that their usefulness is limited in the long run to the control of inflation. The proviso in the
long run needs to be stressed. Central banks have a very important role in stabilizing the economic cycle.
Expansionary monetary policy does help the economy to exit a recession faster and less painfully. But
these short-term benefits must be weighted against long-term effects, where expansionary pushes invariably lead to accelerating prices and where growth is not determined by central bank actions.
Experience shows that often times this balance is not maintained. The pressure to obtain short-term
gains while disregarding the potential for long-term losses has been so widespread that economists talk
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of an endemic inflation bias among central banks. This bias is dynamically inefficient, and therefore it
needs to be corrected in one way or another. The literature on this subject is very large, and discussion
on the best measures needed to effectively manage central banking is vigorously ongoing. In this discussion I will focus on two solutions that have been quite popular among economists and Colombian
policymakers.
The first solution is based on the assumption that, in order to reduce the risk of inflation bias, the
central bank needs on the one hand to be alleviated from the pressures coming from groups interested in
short-term solutions, and on the other to have a stronger incentive to focus on the long run. One way to
achieve the first objective is to induce the government to relinquish its control over monetary policy, and
to set up a body–a central bank–with the capacity and the independence necessary to control this side
of policy. This step is necessary because the government is often too dependent on the political cycle.
Elections are won if the ruling party has brought prosperity to the country, and prosperity can often
be achieved (for a short period of time) with a monetary expansion. An independent central bank, free
from the political cycle, is thus more likely to be free from inflation bias; furthermore, its policies will be
viewed with greater confidence and the bank itself will gain greater credibility. However, this is just one
of many issues that have been (and still are) fiercely debated. For example, a former Vice Chairman of the
Federal Reserve claimed, “I do not know a shred of evidence that supports [the credibility hypothesis].
…[T]he available evidence does not suggest that more independent central banks are rewarded with
more favorable short-run trade-offs” (Blinder, 1998). Another issue that is vigorously debated involves
the conditions that define independence for a central bank. According to Blinder (1998), independence
means two things: that the bank is free to pursue its goals, and that its decisions are not easily overturned
by any branch of the government. The benefits of an independent central bank have been analyzed in
the literature, suggesting through econometric analysis that the more independent a central bank is, the
lower the inflation rate. Other theories suggest that disinflation is less costly when pursued by an independent institution.
The second solution to inflation bias is that a central bank openly aligns its monetary policy with the
long-term goal of price stability. Inflation targeting has received considerable attention as a tool to assist a
central bank in reaching this goal. By publicly declaring a certain target for the inflation rate, the central
bank exposes itself to criticism in case of failure, and therefore enforces discipline while at the same time
improving communication between policymakers and the public (Bernanke et al, 1999). Setting targets
for the inflation rate may also lower costs as the bank pursues its deflationary policies, and may therefore
be well suited to countries that are searching for ways to reduce inflation and build up credible monetary
institutions.

The Case of Colombia
THE COLOMBIAN DISINFLATION PROGRAM

Although I indicated earlier that Colombia suffered from high inflation for several decades, it should
be said that its neighbors have been in far worse shape. Before the 1990s, Brazil had gone through four
unsuccessful disinflation programs and had even had spurts of hyperinflation; Argentina was suffering
political and social turmoil caused in part by accelerating prices; Bolivia was coping with the worse recession and the highest hyperinflation since those that plagued the German Weimar Republic in the 1920s;
and Peru, Venezuela, and Ecuador were also battling high inflation. With an inflation rate of 22-23% per
year, Colombia in comparison looked like an island of stability. However, as the nineties progressed the
average inflation rate in the region fell dramatically, to the point at which Colombia became one of the
highest inflation economies in Latin America (see Fig. 1). In 1991, with an unprecedented push to liber-
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alize the economy came also a new commitment to fight an annual inflation rate that had been stuck in
the low 20% range for the previous two decades (Clavijo, 2000).
The fight for lower inflation and a more effective monetary policy was included in a far reaching
constitutional reform, which incorporated several important provisions aimed at strengthening the credibility of the Banco de la República, the Colombian Central Bank. At the time of the reform, the Central
Bank was still an integral part of the government, its functions limited to easing macroeconomic policy
(Gomez, Uribe and Vargas, 2002). According to the Banco de la Republica website, before the 1991 reform
the members of the monetary directorate (Junta Monetaria) were also ministers and functionaries in the
executive branch (http://www.banrep.gov.co/banco/histor4c.htm). Provisions in the 1991 constitution
were intended to increase the independence of the Banco de la República. It separated the Banco from
the executive branch and established an independent board of directors (Junta Directiva) composed of
seven members: a General Director, the Minister of the Economy, and five additional board members.
This arrangement sought to guarantee freedom from political pressure (http://www.banrep.gov.co/banco/
histor4d.htm), even though it will be shown that the end result did not live up to expectations. Perhaps
of equal importance, the Bank was given an unequivocal new function from the constitution: “The State,
through the Banco de la República, must preserve the purchasing power of the currency.” In September
1991, the Central Bank for the first time chose an inflation target of 19.9%. In 1992, Law 32 further clarified that the Bank’s responsibility was to stabilize prices and that it must adopt an inflation target that was
lower than the observed inflation (Gomez, 2002).
Despite the liberal economic reforms, the new constitution forced new spending from the government, and throughout the nineties the government sustained large deficits that raised its share of spending from 24.4% of GDP in 1990 to 34.8% ten years later (Gomez, Uribe and Vargas, 2002). Such deficits
were financed with higher taxes, privatization of government services, and a ballooning debt, conditions
that pressured the Central Bank into maintaining low interest rates in order to ease government finances–even when those rates were inconsistent with inflationary objectives.
The lack of support by policymakers for deflationary policies that would hurt government finances
was accompanied by a similar lack of enthusiasm from the public. The (arguably) mild Colombian inflation had been remarkably stable, and Colombians were used to it. Widespread wage indexation, both
formal and informal, maintained the purchasing power of most citizens. In addition, the costs of disinflation were considered by most to be excessive, and there was little support to institute a disinflationary
program, which needs to have widespread support and credibility if it is to succeed. Since both of these
prerequisites were absent, any disinflation program would have been a very costly affair.
Perhaps one reason why the Banco de la República suffered from low credibility has to do with its
institutional structure. Because the independent Junta Directiva includes the Minister of the Economy,
it is subject to some degree of executive interference. Even the Junta’s current General Director, Miguel
Urrutia, admits that the Minister of the Economy holds a certain power over the Bank’s decisions: “[I]f
the Minister of the Economy strongly opposes a measure agreed [to] by the majority, the board generally
reconsiders the issue, because obviously if [he] publicly declares his disagreement, public controversy
and uncertainty in the markets may develop” (Urrutia, 1999).
It comes at no surprise, then, that despite being one of the first countries to make public its target
inflation rate, Colombia failed to meet its targets for quite some time. As we can see in Figure 2, inflation
did not reach the targeted rate for several years, until 1994. In 1996, the Central Bank missed its objective
by 4.6%, but that result was not attributed to a grave policy error (Gomez, Uribe and Vargas, 2002). In
fact, reaching the target inflation was not yet the overriding objective of the Bank; rather than inflation
targets comprising one part of a more comprehensive program to lower inflation, they instead were being
used simply for macroeconomic programming.
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MONETARY POLICY STRATEGY

In contrast to Colombia, Brazil and Bolivia
were able to complete the disinflation process in
a matter of months. As I have argued, the costs of
such sudden and decisive disinflation would have
been very high in the case of Colombia. To avoid
those costs, policymakers chose to use intermediate inflation targets instead of an ultimate inflation
target, in order to spread the costs over a longer
period of time. Only in January of 2001 did the
Bank finally choose an ultimate inflation target of
3%, a rate that the Board must have deemed would
be low enough to minimize the costs traditionally
associated with inflation (high transaction costs,
high uncertainty, erosion of purchasing power)
but high enough to allow for expansionary monFigure 2. Inflation rates and inflation targets, 1989-2002.
etary policy during recessions.
The strategies adopted to reach these goals
varied over time and had different degrees of success. Initially, the policy strategy had three “anchors.”
The first and most important one was the inflation target discussed above. The second anchor was intermediate monetary targets, and the third was the exchange rate.
The coexistence of both monetary base corridors and exchange rate crawling bands was often problematic, and the Banco de la República had no clear policy in regard to the ranking between the two.
Gomez, Uribe and Vargas (2002) state in a recent internal analysis, “[A]t some point it was announced
that, in case of conflict, the highest priority would be given to the monetary targets.” However, in its
1998 briefing to Congress, the Bank admitted that “under certain circumstances there can be a conflict
between the fulfillment of the crawling band and the corridor of the monetary base. Under these circumstances this last one can be temporarily sacrificed with the objective of preserving exchange rate stability,
just as it happened in 1998” (qtd. in Clavijo, 2000, p. 22).
It is then possible to say that “the big movements in interest rates pursued different objectives at
different times” (Gomez and Julio, 2000), and that the strategy of the Banco de la República is therefore
reminiscent of that employed by the European Central Bank, which, although widely believed to use
interest rate targeting, in reality stresses the importance of monetary bases.

Estimating a Policy Rule for Colombia
THE MEANING OF A MONETARY POLICY RULE

The discussion above raises the question of whether Colombia is an inflation-targeting country–that
is, whether it conducts monetary policy based on an inflation-targeting framework. With the aid of a
policy rule, we can determine an initial answer to the question. We can establish whether the Board of
Directors’ decisions can be represented by a single equation, which economists call a reaction function or
policy rule. This equation assumes that the Central Bank, on average, behaves according to a rule. That is,
it chooses the interest rate (which it controls) in response to changes in other economic variables such as
output, prices and exchange rates, among others (Taylor, 1999). Under specific circumstances that will
be tested later, a policy rule works as an “automatic stabilizer” for inflation around its target: if inflation
deviates from the target, the Central Bank acts in ways designed to return the rate to its target.
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It is important to remember that the assumption that the Central Bank behaves according to a rule is
theoretical, since policymakers generally have discretionary powers for their policy choices and respond
to external factors not included in the rule. In Colombia’s case, policy has been changing as Central Bank
objectives, goals and pressures have shifted through time, and therefore the assumption of a time-invariant rule does not accord with actual practice. Nonetheless, the reaction function can be employed to
uncover whether on average the Central Bank, given its policy objectives and changing goals, behaved in
a way that ensured disinflation. We can also mitigate against the effects resulting from the assumption of
a changeless rule by considering the possibility that, at some point in time (to be determined within the
model), the rule did change in a significant way. We can then analyze two different sub-periods and gain
some additional insight into the Central Bank’s policy stances.
THE MODEL

The rationale behind the rule is that, based on information obtained about inflation rate and the
overall performance of the economy (summarized by figures on the output gap), the Central Bank chooses a short-term interest rate consistent with the targeted inflation rate and potential output. A very simple
formula for this type of rule was first suggested by John Taylor (1993) in his seminal work, and therefore
is called the present-looking Taylor rule. It takes the following form:
r*t =

+ β ( πt –πt*) + γ(yt – yt*) + εt.

(1)

where r* is the interest rate target, is the long run equilibrium nominal rate, πt is the inflation rate,
πt and π* are the inflation and the target inflation rates, and yt and y*t are output and potential output,
respectively. Note that (yt – yt*) is, then, the output gap. Note also that the interest rate rule depends only
on the output and inflation gaps, a direct consequence of the assumption that the Central Bank operates
by a quadratic loss function that has inflation and output gap as its terms.3
The analysis of this rule involves looking at two critical values for the β and γ coefficients. A 1% deviation of inflation from its target will prompt the Central Bank to change the interest rate by β; a similar
change in output will also change the interest rate by γ. In particular, we are looking for evidence that
β > 1 and that γ > 0. A β lower than one is a sign that the policy is ineffective in fighting inflation and
that the Central Bank may not be employing an inflation-targeting regime. On the other hand, a positive
γ indicates that the Central Bank is concerned with even short-term fluctuations in output and responds
to them correctly–lowering interest rates when the economy is in a slump and raising them when it is
experiencing a boom.
While John Taylor’s model postulates that the Central Bank uses the latest information available
on inflation, interest rates, and output to formulate policy, Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1998) hypothesize
that the nature of decision-making is forward-looking, meaning that the Central Bank uses its best guess
about the future run of economic variables to choose the optimal policy. In their study of the behavior of
G7 central banks, they postulate a forward-looking model of the form:
r*t =

+ β(E[πt+nI

] –πt+n*) + γ(E[yt+nI

t

] – yt+n*)

(2)

t

where the interest rate at time t depends on the expected inflation and output gaps at time t+n, conditional on the information available at time t.
Using model (2) and introducing an interest rate partial adjustment mechanism, Clarida, Galí and
Gertler (1998) estimate the following equation:
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rt = ( 1 – ρ )

+ ( 1 – ρ )β( πt+n – πt+n* ) + ( 1 – ρ )γ( yt+n - y*t+n ) + ρrt-1 + εt

(3)

The expected values have been substituted with the realized inflation and output gaps; the error
term εt is a linear combination of the forecast errors and an exogenous disturbance vt:

εt = - (1 – v ) { β(E[πt+nI

] –πt+n*) + γ(E[yt+nI

t

] – yt+n*) } + vt

(4)

t

The Central Bank in this model is forward-looking: it looks at predictions about future inflation and
.
future output gaps to choose the current optimal interest rate. It has been argued that the forward-looking assumption is a necessary condition for a rational, inflation-targeting Central Bank (Svensson, 1996,
1997; Bernanke and Woodford, 1997). However, it is not wise to completely rule out a present-looking
rule; for example, Taylor (1993) has shown that a present-looking rule for the United States closely follows the Fed Funds rate quite closely,4 and is therefore rich in hindsight. In this essay, I will show that
the present-looking analysis replicates the key findings of the forward-looking rule, but it has the added
advantage of being robust to changes in specification.
THE VARIABLES

Before we examine the actual estimate based on the model, it is important to look at the data employed. Choosing a certain data series over another has important consequences; foremost among these
is that it could lead to biased and inconsistent estimators and invalid confidence intervals. For this analysis, I obtained and am using the same data series employed by the Banco de la República in its research
and policy-making.
The interbank interest rate. The interbank rate regulates the market for overnight loans between
banks and financial institutions. In line with the available research on monetary policy rules, I am assuming for the purposes of this analysis that the Central Bank has perfect control over this rate, and uses it to
expand and contract the liquidity in the financial markets. Through the yield curve and other complex
transmission mechanisms, this change in short-term liquidity reaches the real economy, thereby bringing
changes in inflation and output.
The inflation rate. The inflation rate that this analysis considers represents core inflation, defined
as the level of inflation of all goods excluding food. The important exclusion of food from the CPI of reference is problematic: like most people living in developing nations, Colombians spend a large share on
food–a hefty 30% of the Colombian CPI basket (Gomez and Julio, 2000). However, since food inflation
is random, and since I am using the same data that the Bank uses, the exclusion is not as important for
policy formulations.
The output gap. The output gap provides a helpful measure of the deviations of output from its potential; potential output generally refers to the level of real GDP (or, for a growing economy, the level of
growth of GDP) that allows for a constant inflation level and a constant unemployment rate. Deviations
of real GDP from its potential will either increase inflation and decrease unemployment, or decrease inflation at the cost of higher unemployment. Thus, the gap provides a useful tool in determining whether
the economy is growing too quickly or too slowly.
Observing the behavior of GDP is not a terribly difficult exercise, since it is generally computed
every quarter.5 However, because potential output can not be observed, it needs to be derived. The Banco
de la República employs two methods to do so. The first, the Cobb Douglas method, assumes that the
economy behaves like a Cobb Douglas production function (see Gomez, Uribe, and Vargas, 2002 for a
detailed description of the derivation of the gap). The second, which the Bank’s researchers began em-
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Figure 3. Output gap, quadratic trend and Cobb Douglas method.

ploying in addition to Cobb Douglas in the mid-nineties, is called the Kalman method. Because the use
of a Kalman trend does not have significant effects on the estimation of the rule–in particular, it does not
change the value of the coefficients–the results in this analysis are based on the Cobb Douglas method
(see Fig. 3).
One problem that arises in utilizing the Cobb Douglas structural gap is the frequency of the series.
The model assumed employs monthly data, but the gap is available only in quarterly frequency. In order
to obtain monthly figures I have linearly interpolated the data; this manipulation is legitimate under the
assumption that the output gap does not change significantly from one month to the next.
There are other ways to compute an output gap on a monthly basis; for example, most researchers
use the monthly industrial production index (IPI) as a proxy for the GDP.6 The output gap can then be
approximated by the deviations of the log of IPI from the estimated quadratic trend. This method has
been employed by Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1998) to measure the gap for the six countries in their study;
it has also been used in estimations of policy rules in Mexico and Colombia (“Monetary Policy Rules”;
Bernal, 2002). The use of the quadratic trend is justified in the American case by the close relationship
with the structural trend developed by the Department of Commerce and by the length of the IPI index,
which spans 60 years of economic activity. Use of the IPI in the case of Colombia, however, would be illadvised. The IPI began to be reported in 1990, and thus it barely covers one Colombian business cycle.
The quadratic trend shows itself to be wholly inadequate. The output gap computed using the trend is
not even capable of highlighting the profound 1999 recession. Any estimates obtained using this tool
would therefore be biased and inconsistent and, as demonstrated in the estimations of policy rules done
by Bernal (2002), would likely portray a completely different picture than what is shown here.
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Figure 4. Inflation, inflation target, interest rates.

THE EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE

Examining the inflation and interest rates in Figure 4 reveals some interesting patterns. We can
observe that until 1995 the interest rate shows a particularly erratic behavior around the inflation rate.
In some years (e.g., in 1990) the interest rate remains above the inflation rate, which means that the real
rate is positive. During other periods the interest rate is below the inflation rate, thus implying a negative real rate. It is clear that during this period the real rate, on average, remains very low, raising the
possibility that until 1995 the central bank was involved in a prolonged expansionary policy. In 1995,
beginning with a 150% rise in interest rates between October and December, the pattern changes drastically. From that date until the last couple of years in the sample the interest rate remains significantly
above the inflation rate. The positive real rates suggest that the Banco de la República, perhaps aiming to
reduce the inflation rate, imposed a tighter control on its supply of liquidity. Based solely on this graph,
however, we cannot conclude that there has been a change in policy. Higher real rates might also have
resulted from a heated economy that was producing above its potential output. The role of the output gap
in the selection of the optimal rate might further explain why real rates fall in 1999 and at some point in
the latter part of the graph even turn negative. In order to truly understand the behavior of the Banco de
la República we then need to turn to the estimate of the model, in both its present and forward-looking
models.
THE PRESENT-LOOKING TAYLOR RULE

The present-looking Taylor rule has been estimated using ordinary least squares. Table 1 summarizes the estimated output.7
The table shows that the coefficients for β and γ behave as expected, with values of 1.09 and 1.56,
respectively. The result suggests that the Colombian Central Bank has generally enforced its inflation
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Table 1. Present-looking Taylor rule.
β

γ

ρ1

ρ2

1.09

1.56

0.24

0.42

(0.16)

(0.214)

(0.07)

(0.07)

R2
0.70

targets by raising the interest rates just enough to offset inflationary pressures. However, because the
Wald test rejects the hypothesis that β is statistically different from 1, we cannot confirm that the bank
was ‘soft.’
Not surprisingly, the Banco de la República seems very concerned with output movements. The
γ coefficient of 1.56 translates into the interest rate falling 1.56 percentage points for every point fall in
the output gap, a ratio that is fairly large compared with the more modest values found in G7 economies.
Clearly, the Banco de la República is not as conservative as the Bundersbank or the Federal Reserve; however, as mentioned above, there is not a right or wrong value of γ, and the high value of this coefficient
can be explained by the status of Colombia as a developing country.
FORWARD-LOOKING ANALYSIS

The forward-looking analysis presents several technical challenges that are absent in the presentlooking analysis. In order to provide an estimate of a forward-looking rule, equation (3) would need to
use the same forecasts that were available to the Bank on the expected output gap and expected inflation.
Unfortunately, this information is not available. In order to overcome such a difficulty, Clarida, Gali and
Gertler (1998) estimate the forward rule with the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM). The baseline GMM model uses an instrument set ut that includes lagged values of the output gap, inflation and
interest rates–all information known to the Central Bank when making policy decisions. The GMM then
employs the instrument set to create empirical forecasts of inflation and output, keeping the interest rate
exogenous. With these forecasts in hand, it is then possible to estimate a rule. The estimated rule derives
again from equation (3), and appears as
rt = ( 1 – v )

+ ( 1 – ρ )β( πt+n – πt+n* ) + ( 1 – v )γ(yt+n – y*t+n) + ρ1rt-1 + ρ2rt-2 + εt

(5)

where an extra lag of the interest rate has been added to correct for autocorrelation. Before proceeding
to the estimate, the horizon of the inflation and output forecast must be specified, or, in other words, n
must be assigned a value. The forecast horizon employed by the Banco de la República is unknown, but
an educated guess is that it ranges from one quarter to one year ahead. Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1998)
suggest that central banks generally are more likely to employ a one year horizon; in any case, results for
n = 3, 6, 9 and 12 (where n is defined in months out of the year, and thus, the estimation is conducted
quarterly) are estimated and reported in Table 2.
Clearly, the results vary considerably. The β values range from 0.361 to 1.541, depending on the horizon chosen. Furthermore, an additional lag for the interest rate is needed to obtain non-autocorrelated
results. Unfortunately, none of the values are robust to changes in the number of lags; therefore, we can’t
have confidence in the result because the values are too susceptible to the influence from the number of
lags chosen.
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Table 2. GMM estimation, t periods ahead.8
β

γ

ρ1

ρ2

J–
statistic

t=0

0.361

1.717

0.362

0.418

0.11

t=3

0.884

1.517

0.491

0.362

0.10

t=6

1.080

1.122

0.348

0.492

0.11

t=9

1.019

1.275

0.412

0.431

0.11

t = 12

1.541

0.862

0.337

0.474

0.12

This table exemplifies the problems of using GMM for these kinds of calculations. GMM is quite
sensitive to changes in specifications of the model, a sensitivity that is problematic given that we know
neither what the true model is nor whether the estimated forecasts are unbiased estimators of the true
forecasts. Still, some observations are possible: if the Banco employs a forward-looking target, then it
must employ a horizon that ranges between six months and one year, since for those horizons we obtain a
β coefficient above one. Furthermore, the main result of the present-looking Taylor rule does not change:
Wald tests confirm that the β coefficient is never statistically different from 1; thus the viewpoint about
the “softness” of the central bank remains valid. With this reassurance, from this point forward I assume
that the “true” model is a forward-looking Taylor rule with a year-long horizon.

Further issues
TESTING STRUCTURAL POLICY CHANGES

Perhaps the most striking element of the experience in Colombia has been the variability in monetary policy. As I argued earlier, Colombian policymakers have changed their stance on policy several
times, quite often because their hands were forced either by external forces such as those resulting from
international financial crises or by internal pressures coming from the executive branch. Figure 4 suggested that the Bank has become more focused in its task of securing low inflation as prescribed by the
constitutional mandate; this possibility might lead us to believe that tougher standards were introduced
in the mid-nineties. When I tested this hypothesis, to my initial surprise I reached an entirely different
conclusion.
The Taylor rule presents itself as a handy tool to analyze changes in the stance of policymakers.
The analysis uses a very simple procedure, in which the sample is divided into two sub-periods; a Chow
test for structural changes is performed to test the hypothesis that the two sub-periods had two different rules; and then the two sub-periods are independently analyzed. Important care needs to be taken
in choosing the date upon which the break is supposed to have happened. Ideally, we would know the
specific date that marked the change in policy. If that is not possible, it would be helpful to have in mind
several possibilities for that date, such as the date on which a new Minister of the Economy was introduced, or the date on which several members of the Junta Directiva were replaced, or perhaps more obviously the month in which the currency was allowed to float. Once these possibilities are identified, they
can be tested with statistical processes and the best candidate can be chosen.9
Lacking the resources or the knowledge to avail ourselves of either of these two alternative meth-
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Figure 5. Sum of Squared Residuals for Regression 13.

Table 3. Estimation output for regression.
β
Pre 1997:12
Post 1997:12

1.0556
(0.3665)
-1.4479
(0.270)

γ
0.9804
(0.5339)
5.382
(0.3205)

ods, we can rely on a third option, which is to let the data guide the selection of the breakpoint.10 In this
case I considered every point between January 1995 and December 1998 as a possible candidate for the
selection. The choice of the two endpoints was somewhat arbitrary, but included the years ‘96-97, which
are the years, I would argue, where it is most likely that a break occurred. For each point, the following
regression is estimated:
r*t =

+ β1( πt –π*) + β2 D( πt –π*) + γ1(yt – yt*) γ D(yt – yt*) + vt.

(6)

where D is a dummy variable that takes the value of 0 if the observation falls before the breakpoint τ and
takes the value of 1 for every point after it ( τ ε (1995:01, 1998:12 ) ).
As an example, assume that we believe that a change in policy happened in March 1996. The above
equation then will tell us that, before that date, the Central Bank reacted to inflation and output gap according to the estimated parameters β1 and γ1. However, from that point on, the new policy of the Central
Bank kicks in, and policymakers react according to the parameters β1+ β 2 and γ1+ γ2.
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In order to determine the most likely point at which such an event took place, I have collected the
sum of squared errors for each one of the 49 regressions conducted and organized them in Figure 5. The
equation with the lowest sum of squared errors is the equation with the correct breaking point. Such a
point falls in December of 1997, at a time of strong international turbulence and uncertainty.
The estimation output is shown in Table 3.
A Wald test shows that this point is significant, and allows us, with 99% confidence, to reject the null
hypothesis that there is no break.
This estimation output tells an interesting story. Before the end of 1997, the Central Bank tried to
maintain some sort of nominal anchor (even though the result is statistically very weak). In the mind of
policymakers, inflation and output shared a similar weight.
However, this result changes dramatically after 1997. Inflation targets lose their importance (a negative value for β is counterintuitive, so we assume that β is zero). Instead, the importance given to the
output gap grows disproportionately, ballooning to a γ above 5 points.
The result may seem counterintuitive. Serious disinflation took place only in the second part of the
sample, a result that may seem inconsistent with loose monetary policy. Indeed, it is entirely possible
that the Banco de la República shifted its focus away from inflation targeting in the past few years as a
result of those same events. The contraction of the economy beginning in 1999 has been severe, and the
country has not yet quite recovered from it. In light of these events, we can imagine that the excessively
loose actions of the Banco de la República are a consequence of exceptional years of acute hardship and
represent a clear attempt by the Bank to speed up the recovery, regardless of what the consequences for
inflation may be.
If this interpretation is correct, then the estimated reaction function for the Central Bank since 1997
does not represent the “true” reaction function for Colombia; rather, it is representative of a particular
period where extraordinary measures were taken in an effort to counteract extraordinary events. In order
to truly gauge what the normal behavior of the Banco would be during normal times, we then should look
at the reaction function estimated from the years 1991 to 1997. During this period, the Central Bank had
a clear policy of inflation targeting, strictly enforced by the exchange rate band. It assumed that, once the
situation returned to normalcy in Colombia and the country returned to the healthy growth rates of the
past, it could then revert to its “usual” policies of strictly enforcing the inflation target. Obviously, the
Bank is running a considerable risk by maintaining a very liquid market; inflationary expectations may
rise before the recession ends, and Colombia may even return to a period of stagflation. This hypothetical
scenario is strongly reminiscent of the American experience in the 1970s, when stop-go policies adopted
by the Federal Reserve often fueled inflation to a point at which high interest rates had to be adopted and
then subsequently lowered substantially in order to counteract the impending recession, to the point that
neither low inflation nor high growth was achieved.

Conclusion
Colombian monetary policy offers itself up to mixed reviews. Following the economic liberalization
of the early 1990s, the Central Bank assumed a new leading role in the management of monetary policy.
Free from direct interference from the government and other interest groups, policymakers at this institution were able to focus their attention on organizing a workable policy framework to address the task
of disinflation. However, the Bank remained hampered both by indirect pressures from the government
and by citizens’ opposition to a costly disinflation. Furthermore, the Banco de la República maintained a
set of policies and intermediate targets that ultimately conflicted, sometimes with each other and other
times with the longer-term targets.
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The reaction function then becomes a useful tool to analyze the net outcome of these different elements. In particular, it is helpful in addressing the issue of whether Colombia is, on average, targeting the
inflation rate. The analysis of this function confirms that the Central Bank has enforced the inflation target as the nominal anchor for the economy. However, this conclusion is statistically weak, meaning that
the Bank has been far from rigorous in its attempts. The first major objective of the Banco de la República
has been to lower the inflation rate from the heights of the late eighties and early nineties to OECD levels
of 3% per year; but the institution has proved to be in no hurry to reach such a result.
This analysis confirms that one of the Central Bank’s strategies was to target the inflation rate by
means of the exchange rate. Throughout the early nineties, the country maintained some sort of rigidity
on the exchange market, first fixing the peso to a sliding peg, then allowing for ever-widening currency
bands until the peso was allowed to free float in 1999. The reaction function shows that this exchange
rate was also a nominal anchor for the economy, even though it proved to be quite weak and subject to
changes when problems (such as speculative attacks) threatened its existence. Interestingly, as the Central
Bank moved away from the exchange rate anchor, the inflation target lost importance and strength, even
in a period during which these targets were finally being met. There are several possible explanations
for such an occurrence. One is that the strong relationship between prices and the exchange rate caused
the latter to behave like an implicit inflation target. Under this hypothesis, any effort put forward by the
Central Bank to maintain the exchange rate within certain values was bound to have a secondary effect
on the inflation rate, and therefore the toughness of the Bank’s policies was a direct result of its obligations to meet daily objectives. Given the lack of attention in this analysis to this specific issue, this hypothesis will have to be tested in future research.
A second possible explanation for the weakening of the Central Bank’s resolve to fight inflation
comes from the weakness of the national economy and its fall into a grave recession in 1999. The recession was accompanied by a sudden increase in job losses, a negative turn of growth of GDP per capita,
and a sudden slackness in aggregate demand. As demand fell, prices began to slow down significantly,
and the process of disinflation gained a speed never before seen. Given this circumstance, it is possible
to infer from the hardened conditions of the economy and the ease with which disinflation was achieved
that policymakers shifted their worries from disinflation to the economy. This would explain why most
interest rate movements focused more on aiding an ailing economy than on keeping inflation under
check.
Regardless of the reasons that the current policies were adopted, it is clear that they are not sustainable. Inflationary pressures will build up, and expectations will rise once again–perhaps even before the
effects of the recession have been worked out. If that comes to pass, it would be best for the Banco de la
República to review its commitment to challenge inflationary forces before all the gains obtained at such
a high cost disappear once again. The greatest task facing the Bank may be to find a way to keep inflation
low now that it is so close to achieving its long-run target. . In order to do so, the Bank must realize that
its current policies are not enough, and that it must seriously reconsider its objectives.
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Notes
1. This problem may sound subtle until the case of Brazil is considered: during the period of high inflation in the eighties,
Brazil cleared more than 7 billion checks per year, averaging 28 million every day–the same quantity that American
Express would clear in its worldwide operations every month (Tullio and Ronci, 1996). The costs of such arrangements
can thus be huge.
2. Note that the study was conducted in 1994, before the great recession of 1999; it may therefore overestimate the beneficial
effects of lowering the inflation rate.
3. For purposes of brevity, the model presented here and its variations treat the exchange rate as exogenous. In the
unabridged version of this paper, the exchange rate is shown to be significant and is included as part of the rule, even
though its effect on policy is not large.
4. While the Fed does not have an institutional framework that forces it to adopt a target, the evidence put forth by
Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1998) supports the view that it fiercely enforces an implicit target. The comparison is thus
appropriate.
5. While GDP is observed quarterly in all OECD countries, this is not true for Colombia, where GDP is measured annually.
The Banco de la República converts the annual measures into quarterly measures using statistical methods and other data
observed in the economy throughout the year.
6. Apparently, some Colombian researchers have even employed output in the cement industry as a proxy for GDP.
7. I have slightly modified equation (3), including an extra lag to correct for autocorrelation. The Lagrange multiplier test
rejects the hypothesis that the modified model is autocorrelated; the estimated coefficients are robust to zero, one or two
lags.
8. The instrument set ut is defined as follows: πt-1, … πt-6, πt-9, πt-12, yt-1, …, yt-6, yt-9, yt-12, ρt-1, …, ρt-6, ρt-9, ρt-12.
9. Finding a possible breakpoint is not too challenging in the case of Colombia. In particular, modifications of the exchange
market are a direct consequence of changes in monetary policy. For example, the floating of the peso changed the policy
of the Banco de la República, and therefore ought to be considered as a possible breaking point. Unfortunately, there are
not enough observations to provide efficient estimates and valid hypothesis testing.
10. I thank Professor Oscar Jorda for suggesting the method followed here.
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Graphical Expansion of Matrix Integrals with Values in a Clifford Algebra
Josephine T. Yu
Abstract
The graphical expansions of non-commutative integrals over self-adjoint elements of certain types of Clifford Algebras are given in terms
of power series over ribbon graphs and Möbius graphs. The coefficient
of each term in the series depends only on the topological type of the
ribbon or Möbius graph, and these formulae are computed explicitly in
this paper.

Introduction

T

he asymptotic expansions of the matrix integrals over real symmetric, complex hermitian, and quaternionic self-adjoint matrices have been obtained using Feynman diagram expansions and ribbon
graphs [3, 5]. Informally, this means that an integral over a class of matrices with entries in some algebra
can be written as an infinite sum over graphs drawn on closed surfaces.
The results have been generalized to matrix integrals with values in group algebras over finite groups
[6] and to those with values in von Neumann algebras, which are a more general class of non-commutative algebras [7]. Each matrix integral can be written as an infinite series where each term corresponds
to a graph drawn over either an orientable or a non-orientable surface. What makes these expansions
more interesting is that the coefficient of each term in the series depends only on the topological type of
the corresponding graph, and hence may give us some information about topological properties of the
surface on which the graph is drawn.
The most general result obtained is displayed in Theorem 1.1 from [7]. (see page 48)
Some examples of von Neumann algebras are the Clifford algebras, which have many applications,
especially in physics. In the case of Clifford algebras Cln,0 with a positive definite quadratic form [2], the
coefficients
in the graphical expansion of the integrals can be formulated in simple explicit formulae involving only the dimension n of the underlying vector space for Cln,0. The purpose of
this paper is to give those explicit formulae with the proofs. Our main result is displayed in Theorem 1.2,
which was formulated using the same notations as in Theorem 1.1.
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Theorem 1.1. For a real von Neumann algebra A, we have

Theorem 1.2. For a Clifford algebra An = Cln,0.
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Ribbon Graphs and Möbius Graphs
An undirected graph Γ is a 3-tuple (V, E, i), where V is called the set of vertices, E the set of edges, and
the incidence relation of the edges; i.e., i(e) = {u1, u2} means that the edge e is incident
i : E → (V x V)/
to the vertices u1 and u2. A graph can be represented pictorially by a dot for each vertex and an arc connecting two vertices for every edge incident to those vertices.
A (traditional) graph isomorphism between two graphs is a pair of bijections between vertices and between
edges that preserves the incidence relations. More precisely, for two graphs,
a graph isomorphism
is a pair of bijections
such
that if
, then
The edge refinement of a graph Γ is a new graph obtained by adding a new vertex on every edge,
hence splitting each edge into two edges. More precisely, it is the graph
, where the new
vertex set V’ is the disjoint union of the original vertices and the new vertices, one on each edge, so
The new edge set E’ is the disjoint union of two copies of the original
edges, because there are two new edges for every original edge, so
The new incidence relation is
, because every new edge is incident to an original vertex and a new vertex.
We can then define the group Aut(Γ) of automorphisms of a graph Γ to be the group of traditional graph
isomorphisms from the edge of refinement of Γ to itself.
The edges in the edge refinement of Γ are called half-edges of Γ. The number of half-edges incident
to a vertex is called the valency or degree of that vertex. At every vertex, we can define a cyclic ordering of
half vertices incident to that vertex. An ordering of the vertices
is in the form
,
=
and in a cyclic ordering
. A graph with this cyclic structure at
every vertex is called a ribbon graph. There are (j – 1)! distinct cyclic orderings of half-edges at every jvalent vertex.
A Möbius graph is a ribbon graph with a
coloring on every edge. A vertex flip operation at a vertex
of a Möbius graph is an operation that reverses the cyclic order of the half-edges incident to the vertex
and changes the
coloring of every edge incident to the vertex. Two Möbius graphs obtained from one
another by a finite sequence of vertex
flip operations are identified.
A ribbon graph automorphism
AutR(Γ) of a ribbon graph Γ is the subgroup of the automorphism group of
the underlying graph that preserves the
Underlying graph
cyclic ordering of half-edges at every
vertex in Γ. Similarly, a Möbius graph
automorphism AutM(Γ) of a Möbius
graph Γ is the subgroup of the automorphic group of the underlying graph
that preserves the cyclic orderings and
the vertex flip operations on Γ.
Ribbon Graphs
Consider a ribbon graph Γ = (V,
E, i, c), where c is the cyclic ordering
Figure 2.1. Two different ribbon graphs of the same underlying graph.
given to the vertices. As in Figure 2.2,
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we can represent a half edge as a pair
of arcs with opposite directions. These
pairs of arcs come together at a vertex
and are connected in a orientation-preserving manner as shown in the figure.
The other end of a half edge, which is
not connected to a vertex, is connected to another half edge. There are two
Figure 2.2. A vertex of a ribbon graph.
ways to connect the arcs, orientationpreserving and orientation-reversing ways, as seen in Figure 2.3. For a ribbon graph, the half-edges must
be connected in an orientation-preserving way. If we allow the half-edges to connect without regard for
their orientation, we get a Möbius graph.

Connected in an orientation-preserving way

Connected in an orientation-reversing way

Figure 2.3. Two different ways to connect two half-edges.

We have realized the ribbon and Möbius graphs as oriented or non-orientable surfaces with boundaries. The boundary of a ribbon graph Γ is made of oriented closed curves. By attaching an oriented
surface with a boundary to every “hole” made by one of the closed curves, we get an oriented compact
surface SΓ without a boundary. The boundary of a Möbius graph is made of oriented or non-orientable
closed curves. By attaching an orientable or non-orientable surface to each boundary component, we get
a compact Riemann surface SΓ that is either orientable or non-orientable.
Each of the surfaces attached is called a face of the ribbon graph Γ. We denote by f(Γ) the number of
faces of Γ, e(Γ) = |E|, and v(Γ) = |V|. The Euler characteristic χ(SΓ) of the surface SΓ is defined as

If SΓ is orientable, then

where g is the genus of the surface SΓ. If SΓ is non-orientable, then

where k is the cross-cap genus of SΓ.
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Feynman Diagrams
Let S be a finite set with even cardinality. A way of partitioning elements of S into disjoint pairs (of
two elements each) is called a pairing scheme of that set. Let ~ be an arbitrary equivalence relation on S.
Then we can consider the equivalence classes in (S/~) as vertices of a graph and the pair {s1, s2} as an edge
incident to the equivalence classes [s1] and [s2]. Hence, each pairing scheme of S gives rise to a graph. If
we define cyclic ordering on each of the equivalence classes, then the graph becomes a ribbon graph, and
each element of S corresponds to a half edge of the ribbon graph. See Figure 3.1.

Partition of the elements with cyclic ordering

The corresponding ribbon graph (a Feynman Diagram)

Figure 3.1. A pairing scheme and the corresponding Feynman Diagram.

(A) A pairing scheme

(B) Label the half-edges

(C) Permute the half-edges

(D) Remove the labels. Image of (13) on (A).
Figure 3.2. The action of

on a pairing scheme with one vertex.
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Suppose |S| = 2m, and ~ partitions S into vj subsets of j elements each, for
Then the
semi-direct product
acts on the set of pairing schemes S and X as follows. Each
permutes the vj equivalent classes in S/~ with j elements, and each
permutes the elements in each
equivalent class of j elements. Figure 3.2 shows the action of
on a pairing scheme with a single vertex. The action of permuting vertices is similar. Notice that this action does not change the graph
corresponding to the pairing scheme. Hence, all the pairing schemes corresponding to the same graph
have the same stabalizer subgroup under the action of G. Notice that the automorphism group of a graph
Γ, coincides with the subgroup of
that is the stabilizer of each pairing scheme
corresponding to Γ. The orbit Ox of a pairing scheme x is the set of pairing schemes that correspond to
the same graph as x, because one pairing scheme can be brought to another using a G-action if and only
if these pairing schemes correspond to the same graph.
For a set X and a group action G on X, for every

we have

(size of orbit) x (order of stabilizer) = (order of G)
.
Hence,

and for a graph with
(3.1)

1

# pairing schemes corresponding to Γ

If we consider the action of
is the cyclic group of order j,
then each orbit of G action on X is a ribbon graph because two pairing schemes can be brought from one
to the other if and only if they correspond to the same graph and they have the same cyclic order of halfedges at every vertex. Then we have for a ribbon graph Γ with

(3.2)

# pairing schemes corresponding to Γ

1

Now, consider the action of
is the dihedral group of order
2j. Then each orbit of G action on X is a Möbius graph because a Möbius graph allows cyclic rotation and
reflection (vertex flip operation) at every vertex. The following formula will be useful in later sections.
For a Möbius graph

(3.3)

# pairing schemes corresponding to Γ

1

Clifford Algebras
Let V and W be two vector spaces over the same field F. Then their tensor product V
over F spanned by elements of the form v w such that for each
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This tensor product is associative.
Recall that an algebra is a vector space W over a field F with a multiplication which turns it into a
ring, such that for any c F
we have
Let V be an ndimensional vector space over a field F. For
(r times), and
0
T (V) = F. Then the direct sum
has an algebraic structure, and it is called the tensor
algebra of V over F.
Suppose q: V→F is a quadratic form on V. That is, given a basis B of V, there is an n x n matrix A with
entries in F such that for each
is the coordinate vector of v with respect to the basis B. Let Iq(V) be the ideal in the tensor algebra T(V) generated by
Then the Clifford algebra associated to V and q is defined to be the quotient

In other words,

is the algebra obtained from

for each
From now on, we will write
Now, consider the Clifford algebras

by setting

when there is no confusion.
, where
and x =

Here, we will consider only Cln,0. Hence, the matrix A mentioned earlier is the n x n identity matrix In.
Let
be the standard basis of
For any subset,
of
We will use the following proposition without proof, which can
be found in numerous books on the subject, including [2].
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Moreover,

Hence, we get

For
consider
The term
in the middle
can change place with the
on its left with an extra factor of -1. Then it can again change place with the
and so on. Hence, after changing place j - 1 times, the
is next to the leftmost
. Then these
two terms vanish, leaving a factor -1, hence the total contribution of the two
Similarly, the
two
vanish, leaving a factor
Continuing in this fashion, we get the formula

Now, for

consider turning
into
=
Starting from
each of the
can be brought to the new place by interchanging all of the
’s. If
is empty, then the number of (-1) factors obtained is
.
However, for each element
interchanging two ’s does not contribute anything. Thus the
total contribution is
and
Hence, we get

We will now compute the right hand side of the above equation. Let
and
We will consider pairs
such that
If j = 0, then U = I, so K = L. Hence,
which is always even, so
Thus, every pair in [n] x [n] of the form (K, K) contributes 1 to
the sum, so the total contribution of the pairs of the form (K, K) is 2n.
There is a one-to-one correspondence between the pairs (K, L) such that
and between the subsets of U \ I, because every subset
corresponds to a pair
j
j
There are 2 subsets of U \ I, so that there are also 2 pairs (K, L) such that
.
Notice that for a non-empty set, the number of subets with even cardinalities is the same as the number of subsets with odd cardinalities. To see this, note that for any set A with |A| = n > 0,
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Now, suppose J is positive and odd. Then,

is odd, and one in the pair (K, L) is odd and the other is even. Thus, |K| |L| is even, and

Hence, in this case, each pair (K, L) contributes (-1)i to the sum on the right hand side of (4.6). Therefore,
for odd j > 0, the total contribution from any I and U is (-1)i2j .
Now suppose j > 0 is even. Then |K| + |L| = 2i + j is even, so |K| and |L| are either both odd or both
even. Hence, |K||L| is even when |K| is even, and odd when |K| is odd. As seen above, exactly half of the
subsets of U/I have even cardinalities and the other half have odd cardinalities. Therefore, among the
pairs (K,L) where
and
is even half of the times and odd half of the times,
and so is |K||L| Hence,
is equal to 1 in one-half of the cases, and -1 in the other half, so
the total contribution to the sum is 0.
Therefore,
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Integrals over Clifford Algebras: Proof of the Main Theorem
Let

be a Clifford algebra with the basis
Any element
has the form

where each

and that

Define the adjoint operator by

Then

is self-adjoint for any

so

Let
by

Recall that

for all

Define the trace

denote the space of all self-adjoint elements of

Lemma 5.1. If

If

is self-adjoint, then

by

and define the differential operator

is self-adjoint, then

Proof. Since x is self-adjoint,

for all
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Lemma 5.2. If

is self-adjoint, then

Proof. Note that

Thus, using (5.1) j times gives

Repeating (5.3) l times gives (5.2).
From the above lemma, we get

We will now go back to the formula in Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Proof of Theorem 1.2.
From the Taylor expansion of the exponent function, we get

Now we will compute

Recall that
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after the coordinate change

Using (5.4) and (5.2),

Thus, the integral we are computing becomes

By straightforward computation, using the properties of the

we get

Let us rewrite equation (5.5) as

where
a finite number of non-zero

The product is finite because for finite
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By the definition of the differential operator,

Using (5.9), each summand in (5.8) contains
differential operators. This number is also
Notice from (5.6) and (5.7) that all the differential operators must be paired to get a
non-zero contribution. As shown in the section on Feynman Diagrams, each pairing scheme gives a
graph. Since the trace is invariant under the cyclic ordering, each pairing scheme gives a ribbon graph.
From (5.7), every pair of differential operators receives a contribution
Also notice
that there are two ways to connect two half-edges (Fig. 2.3). Thus, we will say that an edge has a contribution
if it is connected in an orientation-preserving way and has a contribution
if it is
connected in an orientation-reversing way. Therefore, both orientable and non-orientable Möbius graphs
arise. There is a natural way to partition the half-edges (the differential operators) according to the term
hence each vertex has the contribution
Also note that there are
valent
vertices in the corresponding Möbius graph. Using (3.3), we get

where
is the automorphism group of Γ as a Möbius graph and
is the contribution made by
Γ. This
is equal to the sum of contributions of all possible ways of assigning
to each half vertex,
so that the product is
at each j-valence vertex,
for every twisted edge,
and
for every straight edge. The only way either
or
can be non-zero is when
K = L, so a half- edge, labeled , can only be connected to another half edge, labeled , contributing
with a straight edge.
with a twisted edge or
This Feynman diagram expansion formula is summed over all Möbius graphs, both connected and
not connected. The graphical expansion of the formal logarithm of the integral involves only the connected Möbius graphs as shown in [3]. Hence,

Figure 5.1. Contraction and expansion of an edge.

Consider contraction and expansion of edges (as shown in Fig. 5.1). Suppose and
are two vertices of a Möbius graph Γ, and there is an edge e between them. The contribution from is
and
that from
is
. Contracting the edge e changes
to (ab). Since the product is
for some M, we can
write
where
. We can then see that
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If

, then the above formula is equal to 0 and

so

If M = N, then the formula in (5.10) becomes

so (5.11) holds true again.
Now let us consider orientable Möbius graphs, i.e., those Möbius graphs whose edges are connected
in orientation-preserving ways. By contracting and expanding edges as in Figure 5.1, the Möbius graph
can be brought to the ribbon graph in Figure 5.2. The above computation shows that contracting or expanding edges does not change the value of
.
Therefore, the contribution
depends only on its topological type
and using

Since the indices
this with Lemma 4.2, we get

can be any subset of [n], there are 2N choices for each
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If Γ is not orientable, then it can be brought to the standard non-orientable graph by a sequence of
vertex flip operations, edge contractions and expansions.

Figure 5.2. Standard graph for orientable (ribbon) graphs. Figure 5.3. Standard graph for non-orientable
Möbius graphs.

From the standard graph, we can see that the contribution is

Since the indices
and Lemma 4.3, we get

can be any subset of [n], there are 2N choices for each
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From (5.12) and (5.13), it follows that

Such explicit formulae are not yet known for other Clifford Algebras

or for the general
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I

t is well known that the ancient Greeks decorated their temples with sculpture, but what is not so well
known is the way in which they used their traditional tales to fill the pediment space, the triangular
space under the roof of the entrance and back of the temple. The triangle form resulted in a fan-shaped
composition, giving the ancient Greek artists a completely different visual approach to art and to storytelling. In contrast to reading left-to-right, as we do with vase and frieze compositions, when viewing
the pediment space our eyes move from the center out. In what follows, therefore, I will describe the
compositions in the same manner.
The temple pediments were decorated to advertise the power of the gods to protect their cities and
the people who worshiped them. Pediments provided another outlet for Greek artists to produce works
that communicated the pride they had in their traditional tales and that glorified their culture. Some of
the earliest examples of temple decoration in the Greek world come from Cretan and Sicilian architectural sculpture. These forms lack any sort of narrative, and generally depict terracotta Gorgon heads as
apotropaic (or evil-warding) symbols. Over time, the pediment compositions developed and became
more sophisticated, often conveying epic traditions. In examining five different sets of pediments, all created during the sixth century BCE, we will see the stylistic and compositional changes that distinguish
the manner in which the individual narratives of the Greek epic tradition are told.

The Temple of Artemis at Corcyra
The Archaic Doric pseudo-dipteral temple of Artemis dates to around 600-580 BCE and is built on
the island of Corcyra off the northwest coast of the mainland. Only one of the pediments (the one on the
west side) is in a fair state of preservation, while the other (on the east side) is so badly damaged that it
is hard to be certain of the subject. However, enough of the east pediment survives to indicate that the
same forms were probably repeated on both sides.1 The pediments measure 3.15 meters high and about
22 meters long. In the west pediment we see the transition from the earlier use of the space as a mere
architectural decoration to its later use as a showcase for the epic narrative and for direct representations of the deity and its domain (Fig. 1). The west pediment sculpture is in a fair state of preservation,
enough to see the central figures, one whole lion, and bits of the scenes off to the sides in the corners.
The sculpture stands in high relief and had been carved on separate slabs of rock and then placed into
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the triangular space of the background. High relief was used because as of the time this temple was built,
it was impossible for the sculptors to create freestanding compositions, and low relief works would not
have been visible from the ground level.2
In the center of the west pediment is the
running figure of the Gorgon Medusa shown
with her serpentine hair and clothed in a short
chiton with a snake belt. On either side are the
disproportionately smaller figures of Pegasus
and Chrysaor, her children, who were born to
Figure 1. West pediment from the Temple of Artemis at Corcyra. her posthumously. Next, Medusa’s children are
flanked by feline figures crouching to match
(Plate courtesy of Yale University Press3)
the descent of the triangle (Fig 2). Two small
narrative scenes fill in the space near the corner, while in the very corners are reclining figures. In the right hand corner is a small scene
of Zeus attacking a giant, probably referring
back to the myth of the battle between the gods
and the giants, known as the Gigantomachy.
We gain a much better understanding of the
Gigantomachy from Hesiod’s Theogony, the
Greek creation story that explains how the
world came to be as it is. One of its main themes
is how the gods defeated anarchy and restored
order to the world. The left scene on the pediment illustrates Priam dying at the hand of
Neoptoleos, the son of Achilles, an event that
took place during the sacking of Troy. The two
scenes at the edges, which are completely out
Figure 2. Close-up of Medusa, Pegasus, and Chrysaor from the of proportion and smaller when compared with
the central Gorgon and lion figures, seem to
Temple of Artemis at Corcyra.
have nothing to do with the other parts of the
(Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
pediment.
On the surface, it is not apparent exactly what all these elements have to do with the goddess
Artemis, the deity of hunting, wild animals, nature, the harvest, and childbirth. The Gorgon figure was
sometimes used in Greek art as an alternate for a Near-Eastern type of “Mistress of Animals.” When we
think of Medusa, we typically recall the story of Perseus cutting off her head, but the only aspect of that
story of importance here is the fact that her full-grown children sprung from her neck once he decapitated her. The running figure of the Gorgon implies violent movement and emphasizes the wilder and
more ferocious side of her nature.4 Since Artemis was the goddess of animals and nature, it is logical to
depict such a creature and its offspring alongside lions on her temple.
The overall narrative makes little sense, however, as both Pegasus and Chrysaor were born after
Perseus cut Medusa’s head off. The narrative is also confusing because the figures of her progeny are
more than half her size. This is not to indicate that they are young, for the image of Chrysaor appears
full-grown. However, this discrepancy would not have been unusual to the Greeks; many vase paintings
likewise depict figures that are supposed to be full grown but who are far smaller than the rest of the char-
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acters in the composition.5 Ridgway suggests that the presentation of the Medusa’s two children is used
solely for identification of the Gorgon, which would make sense given what remains of the pediment.6
The two scenes at the corners of the triangle, however, do not fit into the narrative that we see in the
central part of the space. It could be that the lions are used as a way to visually separate the three scenes
or narratives, or it could be that the three narratives convey a common theme, such as the idea that the
goddess is supreme and able to conquer enemies and protect her followers. By using powerful figures
such as monsters, ferocious animals, and images of the destruction of the Greeks’ enemies, the sculptor
effectively conveys the power of Artemis and emphasizes the fact that she is worthy of worship. The
figures of monsters and powerful animals on the temple would also have terrified the ancient Greeks.
Their depiction was a new development, and would certainly have made many respect the temple as
holy ground.
It is interesting that the Corcyrans would have chosen Medusa and her progeny to be at the center
of their temple, as the symbol for Corinth was Pegasus.7 Since Corcyra was a colony of Corinth, one of
the wealthiest cities at this time, its citizens would have wanted to strengthen their ties to their mother
city. Surely they were sensitive to the fact that their temple had political overtones in favor of an association with Corinth. Pediments were probably first conceived and built in Corinth, which was also apparently the place that the use of the Gorgon mask on temple structures was perfected.8 The artist here
intentionally made Medusa’s and Chrysaor’s faces mask-like, in the style of faces from an earlier period,
and thereby separates their figures from the later forms at the corners of the pediment.9
Overall, there is a great sense of movement in the figures on this pediment, with the running shape
of Medusa, the lunging form of Zeus, and Neoptolemos slaying Priam. Yet even with all the movement
we see in the pediment space, it is very difficult to say whether or not a single coherent narrative was
intended. The figures are of varying proportions and sizes, making the relationships among them unclear. The space seems to be divided to form three separate narratives rather than a single organized
storyline.10 Possibly, the collection of images is not intended to be read as a narrative, but rather to
convey a theme, or perhaps this kind of presentation is simply a precursor to the depiction of complete
narratives. In both corners of the west pediment, we see the figures depicting the theme of order defeating chaos, or of the Greeks defeating a foreign power that threatens their well-being. The idea of Greeks
defeating others becomes a very common theme in later works of architectural sculpture, and individual
depictions of the same events portrayed in Artemis’s temple are used later on other temples to produce
coherent narratives.

The Old Temple of Athena at Athens
There is a great deal of controversy as to whether or not the Old Temple of Athena is the same
building as the Hekatompedon. Based on an inscription identifying the temples as two separate buildings, some scholars argue that Hekatompedon (literally, “Hundred Footer” in Greek) is the name of an
older temple that no longer stood when the Old Temple of Athena was built, while others suggest that
“Hundred Footer” was a nickname for Athena’s temple.11 However, the similarities in the narrative and
style of the surviving sculptures from the pediments suggest that the two are most likely the same, and
I will treat them as such for this examination. The temple has been dated to 529-520 BCE and stood in
the area of the present Erechtheion.12 The Old Temple of Athena was rendered in the Doric order and the
pediments were made from limestone. These pediments are in a very poor state of preservation, adding
to the confusion over whether or not the Hekatompedon and the Old Temple of Athena are one and the
same. The pediments here measure around 2.5 meters high and are 21 meters long, close in size to those
in the Temple of Artemis at Corcyra.
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In the center stand two monumental
lions, which hover over a fallen bull that they
are devouring. The two small scenes in the
corners show Herakles fighting a monster
(Fig. 3). On the right he battles a three-bodied monster (referred to as “Bluebeard”),
which coils away, and on the left he fights
Triton, the son of Poseidon.13 The character of Bluebeard is most likely the monster Typhon, a son of Earth and Tartarus.
It is said that he was the largest and most
fearsome creature that walked the earth,
with a hundred serpent heads growing
from his shoulders, snakes for feet, and
eyes and head capable of flashing fire.14 It
has been postulated that the scene depicts
one part of the battle between the gods
and the giants.15 The scene of Herakles
battling Triton is less well known to us today because it did not become part of the
Figure 3. Reconstruction of pediments from the Old Temple of
canon that we now call the Twelve Labors
Athena at Athens. (Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
of Herakles; however, that does not necessarily mean that it was less important in
the Greek epic tradition. The themes of order defeating chaos and of the gods using their power to protect
the people shine through in these pediments.
The characters and style of presentation in the pediment sculpture in the Old Temple of Athena are
very reminiscent of those in the earlier Temple of Artemis at Corcyra. Much like the scene depicted in
the Corcyra Temple, which featured a running Gorgon Medusa, flanked by two figures (her children)
who are in turn flanked by lions, on the west pediment of the Old Temple of Athena we see a winged
Gorgon figure flanked by a feline on either side and two tiny scenes in the corners with large snakes filling in the very edges. The figures and layout on the east pediment are similar, minus the Medusa figure.
The Gorgon has apotropaic qualities, with her wide-eyed mask-like face and tongue sticking out, as if
she guards the temple. The two lions face the Gorgon, with the lioness covering a small bull, while her
companion lion has no prey under him. The two corners, respectively, present scenes of the introduction
of Herakles into Olympia and of the Birth of Athena.16 In the scene involving Herakles, we see him being
brought among the gods to take his place with them after many years of suffering and attempting to atone
for his sins. The fact that Athena had been his patron and guided him in his battles explains his presence on her temple. In the scene of the birth of Athena, she springs from the head of Zeus as Hephaestus
cuts his head open with an axe. There is a great deal of movement present in these pediments, with the
Gorgon in the same running position as we found at Corcyra, lions savagely devouring prey, and scenes
with humans engaged in battles.
Like those on the Corcyra pediments, the figures on the Old Temple of Athena are also rendered
out of proportion and do not display a clear, easily-read narrative. The disproportion among the figures
suggests that there are distinct narratives sharing the same triangular space. The scenes show stylistic
qualities and apotropaic themes similar to those found in the Old Temple, but lack the unity in theme
that characterizes later archaic temple pediments.
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The Treasury of the Siphnians at Delphi
The Siphnian Treasury at Delphi dates to between 530-525 BCE and is rendered in the Ionic style of
white Cycladic marble from Siphnos.17 The legend attached to the treasury tells how the Siphnians came
to build it. The island of Siphnos contained productive gold and silver mines, and Apollo commanded
the inhabitants of the island to pay tithes on the mines to Delphi. After the islanders built the treasury,
they became greedy and refused to pay the tithes. Because of this blasphemy, the sea overflowed and destroyed the mines and the settlements. In his Histories Herodotus mentions the mines and the building of
the treasury, but notes that the destruction of Siphnos came when the Samians sacked the island in 525
BCE.18 Excavations show that pits for smelting gold are now at the bottom of the sea, evidence that the
water has risen considerably since then, as the tradition suggests.
The pediments measure approximately 0.75 meters high and 3.83 meters long, making for a smaller
scene than is present in either the Temple of Artemis or Athena’s Old Temple. It is interesting to note that
on the lower portion of the pediment, the figures depicted have been executed in high relief, while those
in the upper parts have been rendered completely in the round, making this the only known example
of such a transition.19 Nothing of the west pediment remains and there is no known documentation of
what scene had decorated that space. Enough of the east pediment survives to identify that it depicts the
dispute between Herakles and Apollo over the Delphic tripod (Fig. 4). The myth tells us that, after the
murders of many of his friends and family, Herakles sought out the advice of the Delphic Oracle. When
it could not give an answer that comforted him, he tore the temple apart, and when he saw the Tripod,
he decided to establish an oracle of his own.20 It was then that Apollo intervened to prevent his prized
possession from being taken from his sacred site.
In the east pediment we see for the first time an example of multiple scenes unified by a single narrative, a characteristic that becomes standard in later temple pediments. Although the outcome of the
story is not depicted explicitly and the scene leaves off at the point at which Herakles carries the tripod
off, viewers would have known that Apollo will get his tripod back, not only because the myth tells them
so but also because, in the scene, Zeus gives Apollo a look that acknowledges that the tripod is his and
will stay with him.
In the center of the pediment
stand Herakles and Apollo with Zeus
between them, preventing his sons
from further fighting. To the left
stands Artemis, who tries to hold
back her brother by the arms as he
tries to seize the tripod. To the right,
Athena looks on as Herakles escapes
with the tripod on his back, while
he gazes over his shoulder at Athena
Figure 4. East pediment of the Siphnian Treasury at Delphi.
and Apollo. In the corners are the re(Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
mains of human figures and horses,
which probably appeared along with chariots that had been painted on, since there was not enough space
on the pediment to sculpt both figures and chariots.21
In this pediment the characters are closer to being in proportion to each other, and the multiple
scenes that take place within the same space and time are unified around a single narrative. That Zeus
is looking over at Apollo alludes to the fact that his son will reclaim the Tripod, and reinforces Apollo’s
authority over the sacred site. This is the first known example of a pediment scene linking epic tradition
simultaneously to the significance of both the deity and the specific site of his or her temple.
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The Temple of Apollo at Delphi
The pediments on the Doric temple of Apollo, which dates to 510 BCE and is made of limestone and
marble, are in a very poor state of preservation (Fig. 5).22 We are fortunate to have as much of these pediments remaining as we do, because,
after the temple’s destruction in 373
BCE, they lay buried behind a retaining wall to the north.23 The pediments
measure approximately 2.3 meters
high and 19.5 meters long, making
them only slightly smaller than those
on the earlier archaic temples with
Gorgon relief sculpture. However, in
comparison with earlier temples–the
Old Temple of Athena and the Temple
of Artemis at Corcyra–we see dramatFigure 5. Present state of the east pediment of the Temple of
ic changes in the placement and size
Apollo at Delphi. (Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
of the figures within the triangular
space as well as in the overall appearance of the pediments. According to
ancient tradition, Delphi was consecrated to Ge, or Gaia (Mother Earth),
who shared the original temple space
with her son Python, a giant dragon
who held control over the Oracle at
Delphi. Apollo had to defeat Python,
the heavenly ruler, as well as Delphos,
the earthly king of Delphi, in order to
proclaim himself the new ruler.24
The east pediment, which stands
over the temple’s entrance and is therefore more important, depicts Apollo’s
triumphant entry into Delphi. In the
scene, Apollo rides on a chariot facing
Figure 6. Reconstruction of the east (upper) and west (lower)
outward toward those entering the
pediments from the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.
temple. He is flanked on the left by
(Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
Phoebe (Goddess of Light), Themis
(Goddess of Justice) and Ge (Mother Earth), and on the right by King Delphos and two Athenians (Fig.
6, upper). At the edges of the triangle are individual lions attacking a stag and a bull, respectively, with
a lot of empty space at the corners. We can identify these characters because of the description that
Aeschylus provides in the first six lines of his play Eumenides, when the Prophetess proclaims:
With first place among the gods in this prayer I
give special honour to Earth, the first prophet; and after her,
to Themis, for she was the second to sit at her mother’s oracle
here, as one story has it. The third to have this office
assigned–it was at Themis’ wish and with no violence to
anyone–was another of Earth’s daughters by Titan, Phoebe.25
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Though written about fifty years after the temple was built, Aeschylus’ play helps us to understand
what is depicted in the triangular space. The figures of Ge and King Delphos help to legitimize Apollo’s
assumption of Python’s place as the keeper of the Oracle and heavenly ruler of Delphi. The figures of
Phoebe and Themis, who are welcoming Apollo and represent light and justice, respectively, help add to
the idea that the god is the embodiment of virtue, nobility, justice, goodness, and courage. Delphi was
a sanctuary of such great importance that people traveled from all across Greece, not only because it
housed the Oracle but also because it provided a place for the exchange of information and ideas.26
Eumenides is centrally involved with the theme of justice, and features a plot in which, at the order of
Apollo, Orestes kills his mother Klytemnestra and her lover for having murdered his father. In killing her,
Orestes avenges his father’s death as well as atoning for the ultimate sin that she committed in destroying
the family; he is thus responsible for ending a cycle of death and self-destruction that had plagued his
family for generation.27 Through his character, this play asserts that Apollo represents light, justice and
the superior strength of order over disorder and chaos. The pediment pieces as well as the play would
have been devices used to teach the Greeks and their children about proper behavior and morals. These
epic stories were portrayed on the temples to reflect the moral principles that the Greeks felt were required to live a good life. In light of Greek philosophy and ethics, we can also see the pediment scene as a
comment on the distinctive qualities of Apollo. The Greeks considered him to have been the most gifted
of all gods in his generosity, understanding, and insight, the one who saw to it that men followed the
light of reason and integrity.28 People from all around the known world came to consult Apollo’s oracle
and took its advice to heart.
The west pediment portrays a different theme. It depicts a different version of the battle between
the gods and the giants (the Gigantomachy) than that portrayed on the earlier Corcyra temple (Fig. 6,
lower). In the center of the pediment Zeus and Hera ride forward in a chariot. To the left of them stand
Apollo, Artemis and Athena attacking three giants, while on the right are Poseidon and Dionysus pushing
three giants toward a hungry lion.29 The placement of the characters in the scene makes it clear that the
gods are forcing the giants into the corners of the pediment, and the giants are thus cast in a more passive
role in the scene. It has been suggested that the snake and the lion on the pediment corners allude to the
Old Temple of Athena and perhaps even to the Temple of Artemis at Corcyra as well.30 The theme of the
gods defeating the giants was of great importance to the Greeks. It was intended to be uplifting, representing the victory–both moral and political–of Order over Chaos, as the giants who tried to overthrow
the gods were defeated. It also reinforced the theme at Delphi of the superiority of Apollo’s honor, justice,
and reason. As Delphi was his place of worship, the Greeks honored him there by celebrating his power
and ability to protect his home and his followers, thus strengthening their sense of national identity and
glorifying Greek culture.
Both pediments of Apollo’s temple at Delphi give a clearer sense of narrative than is present in the
older temples we have examined. All of the figures are nearly the same size and are in proportion, and
we see clearer relationships among the figures and scenes, in contrast to the separate scenes that we saw
in earlier temples. Even the animal figures are in proportion, or nearly so, to the human figures. The
west pediment in particular makes use of dynamic moving forms to fill the space, with figures crouching, dying, spearing and shooting. The sculptures overall appear more sophisticated in the way that they
are rendered–much more life-like than the figures in the earlier temples. Finally, the fact that the statues
are carved completely in the round shows that these later artists had a better understanding of how freestanding statues could be placed onto pediment spaces in a way that minimized the risk of their falling
off and breaking.
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The Temple of Aphaia at Aegina
Aphaia’s temple at Aegina, which dates to approximately 500-480 BCE, is made of limestone and is
done in the Doric order. Originally, the island of Aegina was called Oenone and remained uninhabited
until Zeus led the nymph Aegina there and she bore him a son, Aeacus, who would later ask his father to
name the island in honor of his mother. Zeus then transformed the ants on the island into men to inhabit
the land.31 Aeacus was the grandfather to many of the greatest Greek heroes of the Trojan War, including Achilles, Ajax, and Teucer, and so it is not surprising that the temple is decorated with scenes from
that conflict. While Aegina and the myths of the island do not have a pan-Hellenic meaning, they clearly
reflect the honor and pride of the Aegintans in
their heroic ancestry.
The pediments are made of marble and
are in an excellent state of preservation. They
measure 1.72 meters tall and 15 meters long,
making them just about life sized–only slightly smaller than Apollo’s pediments and much
larger than the Siphnian Treasury pediment.
Like those on the previous temples, the pediments in the Temple of Aphaia would have
had lots of colors painted onto the figures, primarily cream, red and black. Spaces between
the figures that allowed light to pass through
Figure 7. Present state of the west pediment from the Temple of them would have sharpened and enhanced
their appearance.32 The pediments are done
Aphaia at Aegina. (Plate courtesy of Yale University Press)
completely in the round. Both depict scenes
from the sack of Troy with the goddess Athena in the very center of the space. The east pediment shows
the sack of Troy by Telamon and Herakles, while the west shows the battle fought by the Greeks under
Agamemnon (Fig. 7).33 In each, many of the figures are almost completely preserved, giving us a good
indication of their placement in the pediment space and an even better understanding of the action in
the scene.
Similar to many of the earlier pediments, there is a great deal of movement in these temple pediments. Both show dynamic battles between the Trojans and the Greeks. The central figure of Athena
looks out to the viewer, while none of the other figures look up, as they are all too engaged in battle to
look away from their tasks. This small fact sets her physically outside the battle, and makes her appear
even more divine. Because according to their myths she supports the Greek cause, her spiritual presence
forecasts their victory over the Trojans.
We see Herakles clearly on the east pediment, wearing his lion skin and drawing his bow as he prepares to shoot the enemy. On the west pediment, we see Ajax to the right of Athena, engaged in an intense
battle with the Trojans. Many of the figures are depicted nude, except for the figures of the archers and
Athena. All of the characters are in proportion to one another, and appear life-like. The sculptors filled
the triangular space completely with crouching archers, lunging warriors, and dying men. The figures
of dying men fit into the corners of the pediment perfectly, leaving very little space unfilled. Unlike that
in earlier temples, the space in both pediments depicts a clear narrative that unmistakably tells a story
through a scene from Greek epic tradition. Both scenes show the same battle, only a generation apart and
with different characters, thus unifying the overall theme of the temple.
The presence of Athena not only celebrates her part in the war, but also closely links her power and
protection with two important local deities: Aegina and Aphaia. Aegina is the ancestor of the characters
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in Homer’s Iliad and gave her name to the island on which the Temple of Aphaia is located. Although not
very important beyond Crete and the surrounding islands, including the island of Aegina, Aphaia was
another nymph and a daughter of Zeus. When Minos fell in love with her, she decided that to prevent
her capture she would jump into the sea, and ended up landing in the nets of fishermen. One of the
fishermen fell in love with her, took her to the island of Aegina, and subsequently tried to rape her. With
Athena’s help and protection, however, she was able to escape into the forest. To honor Aphaia for going
to such great lengths to protect her chastity, Athena made her into a goddess.34
Because both pediments depict Athena protecting the Greeks during the battle, early scholars thought
that this temple had been dedicated to her. However, it now seems more likely that Athena’s presence on
Aphaia’s temple merely makes the scene more recognizable and reinforces Aphaia’s local reputation as a
chaste goddess.35 While the link that binds the goddess Aphaia, the island of Aegina, and the sacking of
Troy is not immediately evident, an understanding of Greek mythology makes it clear.
The temple is located in a site that was the center of the island’s cultural and religious life, with
other important buildings surrounding it. Aegina had a strong oligarchy by the time Aphaia’s shrine was
constructed. Built to commemorate the extraordinary part that the Aegintans had played in the Battle of
Salamis, in which thirty ships manned with hundreds of men fought with distinguished skill and bravery,
Aphaia’s temple overlooks the sea from both sides.36 The temple shows the pride that the Aegintans had
in their heritage and in their ancestors, who were some of the great heroes of the Trojan War and who had
descended from the namesake of their island, and honors the goddess who escaped losing her chastity
by fleeing to their island.
These pediments show the end result in the long process of creating a concise narrative that filled
the triangular space completely. In tying the myths of the island’s foundation with the nymph Aphaia,
the Aegintans were able to create a more concise narrative that reflected their pride in their heritage and
epic tradition.
In all of these temple pediments we see the devotion of the Greeks to their gods. The earlier temples
of Artemis and Athena show multiple narratives on their pediments and use Gorgons to convey a sense of
power and to ward off evil. In the earliest temples, the pediment sculpture was done completely in relief,
until Greek sculptors became technically advanced enough to put the sculpture up on the high space
without worrying that it would fall and break. These early pediment sculptors were also not concerned
with making the figures proportional to each other, and different scenes with different-sized figures were
used to fill in the triangular space. The Treasury of the Siphnians represents a transition between the earlier pediments, in which the figures were depicted in relief, and the later pediments, in which the figures
were sculpted in the round. The Treasury pediment is also the first example of a depiction of only one
scene with all figures in proportion to one another, with narrative devices being used to allude to earlier
and later moments in the narrative. This marks the beginnings of a style in which unified compositions
are created by telling an entire story from only one scene. The pediments of the later temples dedicated
to Apollo and Aphaia show the culmination of this development, with figures filling the space completely,
a style that became the standard for the decoration of later temple pediments. Each pediment shows us a
step in the progress toward a more aesthetically pleasing and coherent narrative on the temple structure,
and each also displays the pride that the Greeks had in their epic heritage. In the heroic tales pictured on
these pediments, they conveyed their morals and ethics, their pan-Hellenic and local traditions, and most
importantly, their identities as Greeks. With the solidifying of the standard for how Greek temples were
to be styled came also the solidarity of the people in their place of worship.
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Teaching the Bad Girls:
The “Servant Problem” and California’s Reform School, 1890-1915
Jaclynn Davis
The girls that are wanted are good girls,
Good from the heart to the lips;
Pure as the lily is pure and white,
From its heart to its sweet leaf tips.
The girls that are wanted are home girls,
Girls that are Mother’s right hand;
That Fathers and Mothers can trust to,
And the little ones understand.
Girls that are fair on the hearth stone,
And fair when nobody sees;
Kind and sweet to their own folks,
Ready and anxious to please….
The clever, the witty, the brilliant girl,
They are very few understand;
But O, for the wise loving home girls,
There’s a constant and steady demand.1

Background: Conflicting Ideals

W

hen the Girls’ Department of the Whittier State School of California opened its grounds in 1891,
legislators, administrators, instructors and reformers were hoping to create an environment that
would transform the immoral wayward girl into a useful and desirable young lady. The founders of
Whittier envisioned a reform agenda that would “turn out upon the community…women able and will-
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ing to make an honest living, and with character and ability to fill [that] very station in life.”2 Rebellious
girls would enter Whittier as wild teens, and years later would leave as reformed ladies.
The desire was motivated by a new ideology of reform that began in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, a Progressive ideology that supplanted the philosophy and traditions of Victorian reform.
Victorian efforts at reform had involved a crusade for moral purity that cast the fallen woman as the helpless prey of male lust, and thus as a victim in need of being saved and civilized. Acting on assumptions
of moral, intellectual, religious, and racial superiority, middle-class Christian women had established
missionary homes to reform and reclaim the girls and women whose purity had been tainted. Because
“culture and civilization were assumed to be the sole property of white middle-class Americans,” missionary workers sought to re-shape their wards in the likeness of themselves.3
By 1890, however, the “civilizing mission” had faded and been replaced by the Progressive reform
ideology that gave birth to Whittier State School. Rather than viewing women as passionless victims of
male aggression, Progressive reformers began to acknowledge female sexuality and self-determination.
Instead of blaming men, the new generation of reformers saw delinquency as a product of family environment, with poverty, illiteracy, a lack of structure and authority, and an absence of Christian values
in the working-class home all creating the conditions that allowed for and even encouraged delinquent
behavior.4 One reformer expressed her belief that “the majority of our juvenile delinquents…have been
more sinned against than sinning.”5
The face of reformers changed as well. Educated middle-class social workers replaced pious Christian
ladies, and reformatories replaced mission homes. Progressives turned away from the private religious
organizations that had sheltered wayward girls, and now demanded that the State take responsibility for
its rebellious daughters.6 Reform schools such as Whittier were the result. Despite the emerging reform
ideology in the larger society and despite its founders’ intentions, however, Whittier—in both curriculum and practice–was influenced heavily by the older moral purity crusades rooted in Christianity and
Victorian ideology. Within the walls of Whittier the civilizing mission continued alongside the Progressive
agenda, creating an uneasy and, for the most part, unacknowledged tension between conflicting ideals.
Everyone involved with Whittier hoped that the school would become “a monumental declaration
of an advanced civilization involving a home for the homeless, an asylum for the unfortunate, a refuge
for the uncared-for and unkempt; a school for the physical as well as intellectual and moral culture.”7
Because Progressive reform efforts targeted the victims of industrialization–the poor, the homeless, the
downtrodden worker–Whittier would transform these “unfortunate children of depravity” into productive and law-abiding members of society, and they would do so through love and compassion.8
At Whittier, the scrutiny of family environment led to professed attempts to create a nurturing
home at the school. Reverend Dr. Thomas Stalker declared that “the State must work according to the
nature and laws of governing children or it cannot save them. The nearer the reform school approximates
the character and conditions of the Christian family, the more efficient it will become.”9 This quotation
highlights one of the central tensions within life at Whittier: while reformers hoped to create a loving
environment, a family, and a Christian home, they also hoped to create an efficient institution, complete
with hard work, strict schedules, bells and regulations.
Other incompatibilities ensued from the contradictory impulses and ideals of the older and the
emerging reform movements. Progressive institutions of reform hoped to simultaneously shape ideal
mothers and efficient breadwinners. The importance of women to the next generations and the role the
reformatory would play in the redemption of future mothers were ideas established within the very first
reform school for girls in North America. In 1857, the Lancaster School for Girls was established with
the intent of saving wayward girls and with the philosophy that “it is sublime work to save a woman, for
in her bosom generations are embodied, and in her hands, if perverted, the fate of innumerable men
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is held.”10 This view held through the end of the century, and was one of the ideals on which Whittier
was founded.
So while the reform school intended to shape dutiful mothers and wholesome families, it also emphasized the preparation of girls for work. These were, after all, working-class girls who would have to
support themselves and also their families. Whittier recognized this reality, and so developed a curriculum that prepared the girls to succeed in a trade, teaching sewing, cooking, cleaning and other domestic
tasks. At a Thanksgiving dinner in the Girls’ Department, guest speaker Reverend Florence Kollock noted
that “the chief advantage that you have here is this, that you are being taught how to do something….
Many times I have said to fathers and mothers,…do something which is infinitely better, give them a
trade, teach them to do something, teach them to be independent.”11
According to the rhetoric of reform, however, being both a working mother (a primary goal of
Progressive ideology) and an ideal parent (a primary goal of Victorian ideology, yet one adopted by
Progressives) was an incompatible combination. For while reformers sought to turn wayward girls into
productive members of society, they felt that women could not work and simultaneously live up to the
ideals of motherhood. As one reformer stated, it was the “hard labor” of that “class of honest and hardworking parents” that both “support[ed] the little ones, [and made] it impossible for [parents] to give the
time necessary for their proper bringing up.”12 And yet, despite the contradiction, the girls at Whittier, as
we shall see, were inculcated in both ideals through school curriculum and routine, and therefore were
caught between the conflicting ideals.
Just as reformers and their institutions were shifting phases, the rebellious girls whom reformers targeted were also changing and presenting new problems. Whittier opened in the midst of a striking transition in female gender and sexual ideology, and the Whittier girls, by the very nature of their crimes, were
pioneers of this new culture of social and sexual freedom that the reformatory sought to regulate. While
records of the Whittier girls’ specific crimes remain under restricted access, the school’s public records
reveal that the majority of girls were committed for sexual delinquency, a “crime” which, according to
available historical records, was overwhelmingly the most common justification for committing girls to
reformatories at the turn of the century.13 Reformers spoke frequently of “the stigma of immorality” that
marked the girls, and Whittier Superintendent Fred C. Nelles spoke of hopes to reform “the girl who has
drunk so deep of the cup of shame.”14
Committed to reformatories by the courts for transgressions of proper feminine behavior, these
girls had offended law enforcement, families, and reformers by engaging in sexual behavior, refusing to
obey parental authority, and participating in a youth culture that took them out of the home and placed
them in environments such as dance halls and amusement parks. Although they were first drawn into
the public workplace by the necessity of contributing to a family economy, these girls, many of them
from immigrant families, participated in a movement that revolutionized gender roles and sexuality for
working-class females. They transgressed gendered norms by staying out late, drinking, smoking, flirting, and engaging in sexual relations with various men. Caught by law enforcement officials or turned
over to the courts by frustrated parents who had lost control, these were the girls gone wrong, the bad
girls of Whittier, and they, along with other young working-class women, were creating a culture all
their own.15
Reformers increasingly worried about this “Girl Problem,” which threatened the stability of dominant white middle-class ideology, and they mobilized a campaign of moral purity to save adolescent
females from sexual exploitation, and to save their own middle-class daughters from corruption.
Whittier emerged out of the attempt to solve this “Girl Problem.”16 So while Whittier was established as
a Progressive reform institution to benefit the girls, it also served to meet middle-class needs and to quiet
middle-class fears.
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The proper role and image for women were difficult to define in the midst of the transition from a
Victorian ideology that prized piety, purity, and morality, to the philosophy of a new womanhood that
valued education, independence, sexual autonomy, and participation in a public economic, social, and
political sphere. The girls who entered Whittier were caught between conflicting images of what they
should be, and the school was confused about what it should teach.
Whittier thus embodied the problems and contradictions faced by an institution bent on reform.
What exactly was a reformed girl? Who determined the standards by which reformation could be deemed
successful? To what “station in life” was it appropriate that the girls aspire? A portrait of life at Whittier
reveals an institutional experience with strict regulations, tight schedules, and hard work. Yet a day at the
school also involved evening prayer and hymns, elegant dining facilities, and lectures on the meaning
of womanhood. Two different pictures of Whittier emerge, and tensions between the school as a home
and the school as an institution repeatedly converge to reflect contradictory visions of a reformed girl. So
what exactly did reformers hope to achieve at Whittier, and what messages about working-class womanhood were they delivering to the girls?
With a curriculum like that of most other reform schools in the United States at the time, Whittier
State School sought to reform girls not only by channeling the girls’ sexual drive into appropriate forms,
not only by molding them into dutiful and loving mothers, but also by training them for work–and more
specifically for domestic service. It is here that the “Girl Problem” converges with another prevalent issue
of the era, the “Servant Problem.” At the turn of the century, the occupation of domestic service carried
vast social implications and stigmas. The topic of hostile relations between middle-class employers and
their workers, “The Servant Problem,” occupied countless magazine articles and various reform agendas.
And yet for twenty-five years, Whittier trained its girls to fulfill perfectly the station of a servant, the object of such debate and condescension in this era.
The girls of Whittier were thus bombarded with conflicting signals, and were confronted with several implicit questions: Was Whittier a home or an institution? Were they a part of a family, or were they
inmates and workers?
Reformers taught that, on one hand, the girls’ fall from grace resulted directly from a lack of family
structure, parental authority, and support and nurture. Working-class parents were too heavily burdened
with other concerns to devote adequate time to raising respectful and dutiful children. So the reform
school would replace the family and provide the home environment necessary to cultivate these young
women and to ensure that they would one day be the type of mother that reformers desired. Whittier
would therefore be a Christian home, a nurturing family.
On the other hand, Whittier emphasized the importance of independence and economic autonomy
for the girls, knowing what challenges faced them outside the reformatory walls. Long work hours, strict
schedules, rules and regulations would prepare the girls to be efficient workers. A primary aim, therefore,
must be to train the girls as industrial workers. To this end, the curriculum at Whittier included classes
in which the girls learned the skills necessary for various trades and then used those skills to provide
services to the school. Girls stationed at the laundry washed the school’s clothes, girls in the kitchen
cooked and served the meals, and girls in the sewing room assembled new dresses and mended tears and
loose buttons.
To their critics, reformers at Whittier responded: “Some good people might think [the girls] should
be taught music and the fine arts, but the majority of these girls will have to earn their own living when
they leave the school, and if they are to turn out respectable women and credible members of society,
they must learn at school that which will serve them to be useful, and will serve them as breadwinner,
not as an accomplishment.”17 The underlying philosophy was “that moral elevation and industry will be
acquired only by educating the youth to a point where they will have the desire to cheerfully perform
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some work in life.”18 This emphasis suggests that Whittier valued preparation for work above correction
of delinquency, or rather, that work was the primary means of correction. In this way, the institutional
aspects of Whittier dominate over the image of the reformatory as a loving Christian family.
Concurrent with the intensive training and with the inculcation of the value of being an independent and autonomous worker, however, came a host of messages that complicated this idea of womanhood. Although Whittier prepared the girls for working-class trades, the lectures and classes were simultaneously emphasizing the possibility of alternative futures. An article published in The Whittier, entitled
“Women as Doctors,” for instance, touted the vast professional opportunities that awaited the girls upon
their release, encouraging their dreams of social and economic mobility: “[N]owhere in the world is there
a place where the modern woman has had and has such enthusiastic support in all her ventures as here in
America, and the modern woman has not been slow in improving opportunities offered her. It is hard to
mention any field into which she has not entered to compete successfully with the sterner sex.”19 While
women in society indeed had greater access to the professions, working-class girls were largely excluded,
practically if not theoretically, from these opportunities. Likewise, while some reformers suggested that
learning middle-class refinements such as music would serve no purpose for the working girl, the curriculum at Whittier still called for music courses that young middle-class ladies would have enjoyed. The
school thus seemingly encouraged middle-class ambitions while preparing the girls for the realities of a
working-class life.
To add to the confusion, Victorian ideals of gender, religion, and class pervaded the school. The girls
not only received the mixed messages about their role as working girl and as aspiring middle-class housewife, but also were indoctrinated with the ideals of Victorian womanhood. Surrounded by “gentler home
influences,” the girls listened to talks that instructed them in the finer traits of purity and piety, directed
them to be helpful and dutiful, and exhorted them as women to be “gentle,…kind in [their] treatment
of other women,…unselfish and self-denying.”20 By remaining gentle, harmonious, and pious, the girls
could prove themselves “good wom[e]n, and a pride to [their] kind.”21
A poem published in The Whittier, entitled “The Girls that are Wanted,” instructed them further
in what was desirable in a young lady. Good girls are “Pure as the lily is pure and white…kind and
sweet…ready and anxious to please.” Good girls are “home girls,” “careful girls,” girls that “are wanted
for mothers and wives.” At the same time, they are “the frailest of lives.” Here, the autonomous and independent girl working in the public sphere is replaced entirely by the subdued, dependent, domestic girl.
As a final blow to the image of the modern woman, the poem concludes by dismissing “the clever, the
witty, the brilliant girl” and praising “the wise loving home girls” for whom “there’s a constant and steady
demand.”22 The message? A girl who can attain the image of Victorian womanhood is more desirable than
the new woman who values independence, education, athleticism and economic autonomy.23
The images of womanhood at Whittier conflated different ideals. The girls received one message that
validated their position as working-class girls and urged them to embrace their station cheerily, another
that promised access to social and economic upward mobility, and yet another that suggested that the
ultimate virtue lay in adopting Victorian gender roles and ideology.
In the mass of contradictions at the heart of the Whittier education lay a paradoxical curriculum of
working-class efficiency and middle-class sophistication that ultimately prepared the girls to meet the
standards of a good servant, one of the most class-conscious and stigmatized lines of work available to
working girls. Thus, while the school acted with benevolent intentions, seeking to engage wayward girls
in productive work, its educational program in practice denied social mobility to the very girls it sought
to help.
A deeper look into the nature of “The Servant Problem” helps to frame an examination of the ways
in which Whittier’s program enacted the contradictions outlined in this section. In the following sec-
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tions, we will see that, as Whittier’s training of the girls sought to solve the “Servant Problem,” its mission
merged with that of middle-class employers, thus ultimately serving to preserve social stratification and
oppressive class relations.

The “Servant Problem”
Say what we will, turn from it as we may, the one problem which more
than any other incessantly confronts woman is that of domestic service.
It annoys her and vexes her as does no other question. And despite all
the discussion which has been waged, the problem still fails of being
any nearer to a practical solution.24
Finding a good servant lay at the root of the “Servant Problem” that plagued middle-class housewives and working-class domestics alike. Looking closely at the nature of the “Servant Problem” reveals
a complex relationship between middle and upper class employers and working girls, and ultimately
implicates the reform school in helping to maintain class stratification by preparing girls to meet the
middle-class image of the ideal servant.
Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the “Servant Problem” vexed both employers and workers. For employers, finding a good servant seemed nearly impossible. Middle-class
homemakers thought that servants were generally unkempt, dishonest and immoral, and feared that
they would bring crude working-class mannerisms into the middle-class home. Additionally, servants
were thought to be arrogant, stubborn, presumptuous, and disrespectful of proper class relations. From
a worker’s standpoint, the attitudes of employers posed the greatest obstacle to successful relations.
Servants generally viewed employers as demanding, snobbish, condescending, and determined to maintain the role of master. While there were always many girls searching for work, most did not view domestic service as a desirable option. A factory worker only subjected herself to an unkind boss throughout
the day, but was freed in the evenings to dress as she liked and see whom she pleased. But a domestic
servant was on call throughout the night, and sacrificed autonomy in making personal decisions and
in participating in the leisure activities of youth culture. Most girls preferred long hours and dangerous
conditions in factories to the restricted freedom and social stigma of domestic service.25
Domestic service was, however, a common option for orphans and delinquents. A history of child
labor in America reveals the occupation of poor children, orphans, and wayward girls in middle-class
homes. In one scheme reported by Good Housekeeping, reformers “selected eight girls from about the city,
children of helpless parents” and organized a school in 1895 dedicated to “the training and care of homeless girls for the useful occupation of domestic service.”26 When girls received parole from reformatories,
they were placed in middle-class homes to begin an upstanding and respectable life as a servant, and
schools such as Whittier would point to these placements as evidence of their success.27 Some reformers
went so far as to consider domestic service an alternative to reformatories, claiming that the gentle influences of the middle-class home would guide the moral education of the nation’s depraved children.
Reform schools and domestic service were so closely tied in employers’ and reformers’ minds that
the issue of rebellious girls and rebellious workers was often conflated. In Good Housekeeping, the author
of an article entitled “Why Boarding Schools for Girls” discussed the benefits of boarding school for the
development of working girls:
Boarding schools are an unfortunate necessity. Home is the place for
the girl–and the boy, as well–when the conditions are what they should
be. It develops her as no boarding school can; it trains her, in nature’s
great school, in lessons of responsibility, unselfishness, practical help-
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fulness, and love, which can be taught nowhere else so happily and so
well. But, unfortunately, the conditions of the family life may be such
as not to give her the best chance to learn either these lessons or those
the schools are supposed to teach….[Boarding] School gives another
invaluable discipline, that of steady, uninterrupted work.28
This excerpt is eerily similar to those describing the aims and intentions of the Whittier School. It
touches on the role of the family and the desirable female qualities of unselfishness and dutifulness, and
it suggests the boarding school as a solution to instill in the girls a sense of discipline and work ethic.
Reformers and employers alike praised the benefit of reformatories and boarding schools for girls.
Despite their good intentions, however, the reformers’ agenda often resulted in repression and discontent. While the middle-class home ideally would provide an environment conducive to reform, the
stigma of domestic service and the tense relationship between employer and worker often thwarted the
aim of providing an instructive, nurturing home, one that mimicked the Christian family life that most
unruly girls lacked. Most workers, for example, felt some degree of hostility or degradation in their
homes–and with good cause, if we take the following to represent a widespread employer attitude:
She is the worker who announces that she is capable of doing almost
anything that you could wish; who talks much of honesty and honor,
and who, at the same time, deceives you whenever she can. She is not
honest in her work nor in her words. When you are looking at her she
is industrious, when your eyes are off her she is lazy. Her manner to
you is almost subservient. In speaking of you she is impertinent and
unladylike. Any kindness which may be shown her she regards as her
right, rather than as her privilege. She has never realized what a sham
she is, and she does not know–more’s the pity!–how bad her example is.
Claiming to do much, she is absolutely perfect in nothing. Coming to
her work is a bore, going from it a release from prison.29
Class consciousness lay at the root of the animosity between workers and employers. Employers
used servants as symbols of status, and middle-class housewives carefully preserved a social distance
between themselves and their servants. One servant noted, “I am distinctly [made to feel] I am a servant,
as the mistress artificially created the wide gap between her and me.”30 Although some recognized that
the issue of social status interfered with domestic service, and therefore attempted to form harmonious
relationships, most households continued to employ servants as a show of prosperity, with actual efficiency mattering little.
Along with class consciousness, white middle-class anxieties over race and national origin complicated the relationships between employers and their servants. Some employers, like the woman who
wrote to Ladies’ Home Journal with advice for those “housewives who wish part-time service [but] are
unwilling to take foreigners or colored helpers,” would hire only native-born white women.31 Other
employers ranked their preferences for European-born immigrants, with English as the most desirable,
followed by Scots, Scandinavians, and Germans, while still others scrutinized religion and would employ
only pious Protestant girls.32 This anxiety prompted reformers to argue that attempts at assimilation
defined an immigrant as American, and spurred schools like Whittier to develop a curriculum that emphasized American history, language, and holidays.
Complicating these anxieties over race, class, and nationality was the premise that education would
lead to refinement. Education and refinement were vague terms subject to personal interpretation. In many
cases, education referred not to intellectual capabilities but to sophistication.33 A sophisticated servant understood the way a middle-class home functioned–knowing such etiquette as how properly “to open the
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door, salute the guest, [and the] language to be used according to the rank of the guests and how to handle the name card.”34 This refinement ensured that a servant’s lower-class origins and crude mannerisms
did not intrude upon the middle- or upper-class home. But a refined servant needed to be very careful not
to put on airs that might suggest she possessed the same degree of sophistication as her employer.
Maintaining this precarious balance between working-class servant and middle-class housekeeper
defined the essence of a good servant. A good servant met an employer’s specific preferences in regard to
race, ethnicity, religion, and personality. A good servant was quiet and pleasant, docile and obedient. She
cheerily performed tasks without resenting her work or her employer, and she showed appreciation for
the kindness of her masters. A good servant embraced her station in life, gratefully accepting the accommodations and food offered her. Employers demanded that a servant acknowledge her subservient role
while simultaneously showing contentment with her good fortune at being employed in that household.
Although some readers of popular ladies’ magazines recognized the injustice in a system that, as one
woman wrote, “[taught] the poor to be content with their lot,”35 most employers expected servants to
express gratitude for their positions, despite poverty or oppression.
Thus, in order to be a “good” servant, a girl had to negotiate the treacherous waters between her
working-class station, which she must never forget, and the middle-class mannerisms of her employer’s
home, which she was expected to mimic perfectly, yet without aspiring to the sophistication that they
implied. Although she was expected to uphold refinement and elegance, she remained a working girl
whose sophistication served the sole purpose of pleasing her employers. Catherine Beecher Stowe, the
Victorian dictator of good housekeeping, praised the ideal servant as a “tall, well-dressed young person,
grave, unobtrusive, self-respecting, yet not in the least presuming.”36
This highly specified ideal image served to maintain repressive conditions for domestic workers.
Servants subjected themselves to insult and poor treatment. They were frequently over-worked and under-respected and sometimes even underfed.37 Employers continued to engage servants as a symbol of
status, and they continued to lament the “Servant Problem” with airs of racial, religious, and intellectual
superiority. The severity of the “Servant Problem” concerned some employers more than pressing social
issues. In an article entitled “Woman’s Most Vexing Problem,” one employer lamented the state of domestic service and the lack of any solution. He suggested that:
First of all, women must drop a lot of outside problems with which
they are at present grappling….Foreign missions, the ballot, the higher
education of women, good government, the amelioration of the poor–it
will be well enough for women to labor for all these causes when their
own more immediate problems are settled. The servant-girl problem
is far more important at present than any of these….The heathens in
African lands ought to be civilized. No one will dispute that. But true
charity begins at home, and we have heathens in a few of our kitchens
who need civilizing and educational influences just as much as the natives of India’s coral strand.38
Here, the familiar racial and ethnocentric rhetoric of the “civilizing mission” is directed toward the
“Servant Problem.” Compared to the “heathens in African lands” whom missionaries sought to civilize,
domestic servants endured an occupation that consistently subjected them to a brand of denigration and
humiliation that one servant described as “disgraceful.”39
Of course, most domestics failed to meet the ideal expectations of a servant. Breaches of the ideal
image were numerous, and included a girl who, although “satisfactory in every other respect becomes
objectionable through lack of adequate personal cleanliness.”40 Many employers considered immorality
inevitable, and, assuming that “servants [could not] be trusted and depended upon,”41 expected dishon-
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esty, theft, and sexual promiscuity. Dealing with those servants whom they considered stupid or lazy
presented yet another challenge for mistresses. Ladies’ magazines filled pages with advice on how to
handle unruly or inefficient domestics. From such accounts, a picture of the employer’s plight emerges:
the perfect worker was indeed hard to find.
To those prospective employers and to reformers alike, the reform school promised a solution. Both
a home and an institution, schools such as Whittier taught both working skills and refined decorum.
Whittier would attempt to mold girls in the ideal image of the servant outlined by Stowe and her contemporaries. By catering to this middle-class ideal, a standard that repressed and degraded working girls,
Whittier helped to maintain class-consciousness and social stratification and inequalities–ironically, one
of the very things that reformers such as Stowe were attempting to combat. In educating delinquent girls
to meet the demanding standards of an ideal servant, Whittier succeeded in shaping the working-class
girl even after her parole. Rather than simply containing adolescent rebellion, the school’s program of
reform relegated the girls to a line of work that supported the status quo in class relations as well.

A Servant in Training: Life at Whittier
Here the wayward girl will be taught to ply the needle, fit the garment,
and cook the food; here the poor unfortunates, who have been regarded
as the destined producers of illegitimate offspring, with whom our prisons and reformatories are stocked, will find a temple of ethics where the
influence of reclaiming love will lift them into a realm of purity, hopefulness and a life to be enjoyed.42
Caught between Victorian assumptions of gender, sexuality and class, and a generation that would
forge a new definition of womanhood, the Whittier State School operated for twenty-five years with
contradictory forces informing its curriculum and practices. The girls followed a strict daily schedule
of work, classes, lectures, and regulations designed to solve the “Servant Problem” by encouraging the
development of the ideologies, industry, mannerisms, and character desired by employers. Every aspect
of their lives, from mealtime rules and merit systems to uniforms and housing, attempted to mold the
domestic servant, and the curriculum and lifestyle suggest that reformers equated the standards of reform
with the standards of a good servant.
Both the curriculum and the routines at Whittier were dictated by the goal of cultivating the desired
balance between refined manners and working skills. As an industrial school, Whittier was an institution
of regulations and routine that molded efficient workers. But its curriculum went further, attempting to
establish in the girls a sense of pride in their work, and qualities such as cheerfulness and eagerness that
were demanded by employers. Even more importantly, because employers desired a girl whose presence
did not intrude upon the refinement of the household, Whittier structured its living spaces to mimic the
middle-class home, thus introducing the girls to their future work environment. Throughout their stay,
the girls were being shaped through lectures on the meaning of womanhood, acclimation to an American
culture, and the value of purity and piety. Through these four lessons–in efficiency, in work ethic, in
middle-class environment and in desirable character–the girls were supposed to leave Whittier as ideal
servants for the middle classes.
As an institution of industrial training, Whittier established strict time schedules and numerous
rules and regulations, insisted on efficiency and subservience, and in every way mimicked the standards
and expectations of future employers. Work occupied the majority of the girls’ day. The reformatory
curriculum focused on housekeeping, sewing, laundry, cooking and millinery, while largely neglecting
academic studies. These were, after all, working girls, with no need for learning beyond simple reading
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and arithmetic. An educated girl, both in the reformatory and in the middle-class home, was not so much
intelligent as she was trained. The girls worked, and they worked hard.
The monotony of reformatory life also prepared the girls for their future employment. Routine and
repetition dictated the girls’ day. An article on the desirable features of a reformatory maintained that a
strict schedule with limited freedom would “accustom them to the routine which is so necessary an element in the life of a successful laboring [woman].” Girls who failed to follow the schedule were denied
meals as punishment.
The day began early with a rising bell, followed by several more bells signaling the inspection of bed
and clothing, the time to leave the dorm, the completion of a meal, the start of work. These bells served
as a primary means of communication between the girls and their instructors, much as they would later
between servants and their employers. As one girl warned another who was just about to begin a job as
a servant, “It’s the bell…it’s her own bell, and she’ll jingle it in the middle o’ the night if she takes a notion.”43 The girls were thereby trained that bells represented an authority to which they must submit.
In the same spirit, throughout the day, the girls moved about the school in straight lines, marching
quietly. One girl described this routine in a poem that reveals the strictness of life at Whittier:
Co. B’s Daily Routine
Very early in the morning Company B have to rise,
And oh! What a time we have in opening our eyes,
Then hastily we dress and spread our beds neat,
When the second bell rings we stand straight on our feet.
But in all this not a sound should be heard,
It is all strict silence, not a whisper, not a word,
With the word ‘Face,’ we silently turn; with ‘Pass,’
We step together and steadily downstairs we go.44
The girls learned to move when directed, instructed by bells and commands. They learned to be obedient,
quiet and subdued. In effect, they were being programmed to follow a very specific routine.
At the same time, Whittier also attempted to mold their students into servants who enjoyed work,
who took pride in their duties and displayed a cheerful and eager work ethic. To convince the girls to
embrace their social and economic role as domestic workers, the school extolled the virtues of the various departments to suggest the rewards the girls would reap from their hard work. These departments
reflected the division of labor in the middle-class home and the specialization of servants. For instance,
working in the kitchen was “considered a great favor, for the warmth from the large range gives comfort
to the outer woman, and the odors of the delicious cooking, suggests comfort to the inner woman.”45
The school insisted that the girls feel privileged to do their work, thus “establishing a feeling of personal
responsibility and duty.”46 Instructors also associated happiness with hard work, acceptance, and adaptability. One Whittier publication advised students, “You will notice that some people are miserable wherever you can put them. Perhaps some girl is miserable in this school. Girls, that is not the way to live.
We should get the real harmony out of life and you get it as easy in this school as anywhere else. Adjust
yourself with your surroundings and you will be sure to live more contentedly and happy.”47
The girls at Whittier may not have accepted their lot or enjoyed their work, but they certainly
understood that they were supposed to. Whether earnestly desiring instructors’ approval or simply attempting to earn parole, the girls reported their love of industry and their hopes to learn more. One girl
commented, “I have a great interest in housekeeping,” and another asserted, “I am going to stay in the
kitchen till I learn the trade well.”48 A girl who worked in the “Sunrise Laundry” department claimed that
she “wouldn’t give up [her] place” there because of “the fun we have in the laundry.”49
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Whittier also taught the girls to be content with their station in life and their role as workers.
Speakers at the school noted that “the American girl does not fully appreciate the advantages she has, for
she is often heard to complain,”50 and so instructed the girls to embrace their lot. This call echoes that
of the wealthy society women, their future employers, who complained of the burdens of money and
directed lower classes to gratefully accept their poverty. Middle-class magazines, too, often agreed that
working girls should embrace their station and gratefully accept the kindness bestowed upon them by
their wealthy superiors.
The school reinforced this idea by presenting gifts to particularly well-behaved girls, providing incentives for hard work coupled with the appropriate attitude. There was an emphasis on outward appearance not only in demeanor but in dress as well: “[E]very girl…[was] supposed to have her dress buttoned
and her shoes tied,” her hair brushed and her personal belongings tidied.51 A prohibition against adornments echoed employers’ demands that a good servant should not “wear gewgaws of any sort.”52 Whittier
stressed that “the girls that are wanted are girls of sense,/Whom fashion can never deceive.”53 The standard uniform at Whittier was therefore plain and simple. The girls wore gray dresses with buttons that
matrons expected to be kept clean and mended. Yet the school allowed and encouraged one addition to
the standard uniform. As a reward for exemplary work and behavior, Whittier presented a good girl with
cuffs and a collar to add to her standard grey dress. In the complete outfit, then, a Whittier girl resembled
a young domestic servant dressed for a day’s work.
On holidays the girls also enjoyed additional rewards for their hard work. Holidays provided a break
from strict regulations, yet still served the girls’ training. On Thanksgiving, Christmas and Easter, the dining room resounded with talk and laughter. Girls donned Easter hats or Christmas bows, earned through
hard work in the sewing room. Yet on these special occasions, the speakers were reformers, clergymen,
and patrons who made toasts and gave lectures. The girls answered questions and informed visitors about
their experience at the school. They sang songs and read stories prepared to impress the guests, and the
festivities generally focused on portraying the best possible side of Whittier and its training successes.
The girls worked especially hard to prepare the grounds–cleaning, cooking, and mending for weeks in
advance–and instructors claimed that “it [was] gratifying to the girls to know that…recent visitors [had
commented] on the fine appearance which the polished floors and immaculate tidiness presents.”54 These
holidays gave girls experience in serving their future employers as they cooked, served, and cleared the
entire meal. While holiday festivities certainly gave the girls a chance to celebrate and while their hard
work benefited their own celebration–no doubt they enjoyed the songs, decorations and warmth about
the school–amidst all the festivities the girls remained in training, with Whittier holidays providing the
opportunity to publicly advertise the school’s success.
While Whittier emphasized both the efficiency and pride of working-class skill, it also catered to
employers’ demands for a servant with middle-class mannerisms. A truly good servant knew how to
work hard while maintaining the refinement and delicacy of the home. However, since the girls were
unaccustomed to the structure of middle-class households, Whittier introduced the girls to their future
working environment.
The decoration of the school mimicked the interior of a middle-class home. The girls lived in family units called Cottages, with their own parlor, dining room, and library to replicate the structure of the
middle-class household. The parlor included a sitting area where girls could spend what little free time
they had knitting or reading. A piano sat in the corner where girls could display their musical skill, and
a chandelier hung from the ceiling. Rather than applying donations to text books or improved industrial
equipment, the school purchased “two beautiful etchings” to “adorn the walls of the girls’ sitting room.”55
The dining room was an “an attractive corner in the Girls’ Department” that was “about as cheerful
and homelike a room as one would wish to find anywhere. Overlooking the beautiful shrubberies and
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palms and shaded by the climbing rose bushes with the bright sunlight peeping in, it can scarcely fail to
shed a little sunshine over the lives of its occupants.”56 At long tables laid with white cloths and flower
vases, the girls glimpsed the refined dining of middle-class households. The girls also enjoyed access to
a library, where they read the novels of “miss Alcott,” “mrs burnett,” Wallace, Scott and Dickens, as well
as magazines like Ladies’ Home Journal, Good Housekeeping, and Harpers.57 Rather than reading the dime
novels and adventure heroine stories so popular among working women,58 the girls at Whittier enjoyed
fine literature by respected American and British writers, along with the journals and magazines read by
middle-class homemakers.
While the girls enjoyed a decorated sitting room, charming dining room, and even a library, their
personal living conditions were spare, thus preparing them for the lifestyle of a servant. The dormitory
housed approximately twenty girls. Twenty beds sat side-by-side with only a few feet between each girl.
A narrow shelf held each girl’s few personal belongings. There was no need for closet space, as the girls’
wardrobes were limited to the school uniform. Similarly, domestic servants worked in beautiful homes,
but their own rooms were usually cramped, with only very basic furniture and no decorative additions.
Some servants even shared beds.59 The cheerful light illuminating the reformatory dining room was typical of a middle-class home, as was the cramped living space in the servants’ quarters. The sharp contrast
between the luxury of the school parlor, where the girls spent very limited time, and the cramped and
spare conditions of the living quarters mimicked exactly the situation they would face as domestic servants, thus reinforcing and promoting the girls’ acceptance of class distinctions.
A girl at the school could, however, earn a private room. The school rewarded outstanding girls with
a place in the Honor Home. Here, a nearly reformed girl close to parole occupied her own bedroom, a
“quiet and happy domicile.” Reformers guessed that nothing “could be more delightful to any young girl
than to have a tiny bedroom all to herself,” and so a place in the Honor Home became a tremendous incentive for hard work and proper behavior, a “coveted home” for the girls of Whittier.60 Similarly, ladies’
magazines and reformers advised employers to provide private bedrooms for good servants as a reward
and incentive for proper service, noting that “good surroundings are potent civilizers, and a house-servant whose room is well and carefully furnished feels an added value in herself, which makes her treat
herself respectfully in the care of her room.”61
Whether or not a girl lived in the cramped dormitory or in the Honor Home, the school still maintained a distinction between sleeping quarters and public spaces. While the girls enjoyed meals in the
beautifully decorated dining room, the strict regulations that accompanied their dining ensured that the
girls would not grow accustomed to luxury. They were to serve the meals, not enjoy them, and so the girls
lined up outside the dining room, entered in a single file of quiet marching, stood for grace, and then sat
to eat in silence, with only twenty minutes allotted for the meal. Dining was neither relaxing nor enjoyable. A matron oversaw the room and disciplined as necessary. If a girl arrived late, she suffered hunger
until the next meal. One inmate described in a poem the strict demeanor required in the dining room and
the consequence for transgressing the rules: “On line we stand till every figure is straight./Miss Wall says,
‘Woe betide the youngster that is late.’/You may wonder why, but well we all know/Our comrade without
her breakfast will have to go.”62
So despite the “cheerful and homelike” decor of the dining room, the girls learned to remain formal
and obedient, eating quickly and silently.63 They dined in a middle-class environment to accustom them
to a middle-class home, but they were not allowed to feel any sense of belonging or comfort in that environment. Similarly, the library housed books by Wallace and Stevens, but exposure to them served more
as training for service in the middle-class home than as educational material for the girls’ intellectual
stimulation. After all, the girls were surely responsible for dusting these books as well, just as they would
be in their future employment. Whittier thus ensured that the girls would not only be familiar with their
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future working environment, but also understand their appropriate place within that environment. They
were taught to know the shared spaces of the middle-class home, but to interact within them only as
servants.
Whittier also taught the girls about relationships with their future employers through the strict yet
maternal role assumed by the school’s instructors. Girls’ comments depict the instructors as firm maternal figures who provided both nurture and discipline. A girl who wrote about her position in the Sunrise
Laundry also revealed the nature of her relationship with “Mama Thompson,” who oversaw the laundry
department and “is proud of us, every one,” although “sometimes she gets cross.”64 Similarly, to the girls,
Miss Wall of the housekeeping department “is just like a mother” and “Miss Love is just like a mother to
all of us kitchen girls. We all love her dearly.”65 While Miss Wall also oversaw mealtimes and disciplined
girls by denying food, the girls felt obligated to write of her as “our kind matron and mother.”66 The girls
repeatedly expressed gratitude and love for their instructors’ firmness.
Perhaps these sentiments reflect the girls’ knowledge of what they were supposed to say rather
than what they actually felt, but this obedience to a strict parental figure was not unlike the relationship
between many servants and employers. An advice column in Ladies’ Home Journal suggested that when
employing a new servant, the employer should welcome her warmly and “try to make the new maid feel
as much at home as possible.” At the same time, the magazine cautioned middle-class ladies about “remembering that over-familiarity, even though meant in kindness, is not the best way of making a servant
feel perfectly at home.” The columnist suggested that an employer play a dual role, one that was both
commanding and nurturing, advising employers to “Be firm and kind, and when you give an order see
that it is obeyed.”67 This advice describes exactly the role that the matrons at Whittier played.
While Whittier went to these lengths to ensure that employers’ demands would be fulfilled, it sought
also to refine the girls’ character. In response to employers’ frequent complaints about workers’ bad
qualities, their accusations of servants’ immorality and crudeness, their diatribes against the uncivilized
heathens who intruded upon the sanctity of the middle-class home with their foreign lower-class habits,68
the Whittier curriculum indoctrinated the girls with middle-class social and cultural ideology. In essence,
employers were asking for good American girls. And so the stories and articles typical of the Whittier
publications encouraged assimilation by glorifying American Presidents and important historical events.
Photographs and biographies of American heroes such as Abraham Lincoln helped to Americanize foreign-born girls and make them more desirable to employers. Similarly, stories of traditional Christmas
celebrations and baseball games relayed American cultural values. The girl who assimilated into American
culture by learning English, practicing Protestantism, and valuing American cultural traditions and hobbies would fare better than the girl who remained thoroughly attached to her culture and language. The
girls also received great praise for their quick learning and for their command of the English language.
The school taught the girls how to be desirable ladies in the model of Victorian American womanhood,
valuing purity and piety above all else.
Teaching purity, however, provided a special challenge. After all, the girls, according to society’s
standards, were sexual delinquents, and so one might expect that Whittier felt compelled to address this
issue. Surprisingly, however, while other reformatories and charity leagues, prompted by Progressive ideals, were establishing programs of sex education, Whittier remained fairly silent on the matter, or dealt
with it in oblique ways. Whittier instructors and lecturers spoke often of purity and virtue, for instance,
but the actual issue of sex remained veiled in the rhetoric of Victorian womanhood. Although Progressive
reformers voiced a view of women as self-determined sexual actors rather than victims of male lust,
Whittier’s curriculum sought to encourage the Victorian standard of female “passionlessness.”69
Because this view of womanhood prized piety above all else, religious instruction and missionary
rhetoric played a central role in the education of the Whittier girls. Piety was a necessity for proper wom-
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en, and Christianity was highly desired by most employers. Despite a diverse inmate population that included Irish and Mexican Catholics, Eastern European Jews and Chinese Buddhists, it was Protestantism
that reigned at Whittier. Every Sunday brought a new lecturer to the school, frequently a minister or a
female missionary in fine clothes who had just returned from some far-off land with stories of jungles and
heathens and the Good Word of Jesus Christ.
While the school certainly hoped to convert many of the girls, these visits served other purposes as
well. The missionary talks used the language of the “civilizing mission,” with the dual purpose of civilizing the girls and also encouraging them to take up the reins of moral and religious instruction in order
to continue the good work of missionaries. In one notable instance, a Miss Miller shared her experience
“out in the deep, tangled jungles [of India], in rude little bamboo huts” with “the ones whose souls she
was to win for the Father of all.” Employing language heavy with racial determinism, ethnocentrism and
religious intolerance, she told of “a legend that had descended for ages from father to son on down [that]
told of one, true, living God, and of the white foreigner, who was to bring the white book, which would
teach them of this God, the knowledge of whom, they had lost through sin.” Here, the girls received a
lesson not just in Christianity and how it could lift them out of sin, but in the moral, intellectual and
religious superiority of whites as well.
As Miss Miller continued, she told the “sad, sweet, story of little Zathee. How she grew from babyhood with heathens all about her, had never heard of Christ. How when about sixteen, she attended a
mission school, there learned of the wonderful Savior, and gave her heart, and better still, her hand to
Him and His work.”70 The story of Zathee is remarkably parallel to the common view of delinquent girls
who, raised in “the mass of ignorance and vice” and “locked in heavy bars of degeneracy, heredity, ignorance and environment,” came to Whittier as “poor mental and physical anomalies, whose character and
temperament have been transmitted to them.” Reformers remembered that “in the beginning man was
created in God’s image,” and so, just as Miss Miller saved the souls of Indian heathens, Whittier acknowledged that, in the delinquent girl, “the soul is there–there and half awakened.” Rather than attending a
mission school at age sixteen like little Zathee, the delinquent girls attended Whittier. While Zathee went
on and “taught many people the ways of God,” Miss Miller insisted that “we American girls must rouse
ourselves, and do more for the cause of humanity. Surely we will not allow ourselves to be out-done by a
poor un-taught Karen girl.”71 Here, in this single lecture, the paradox at the heart of a Whittier education
becomes most apparent. The girls are inferior and godless working girls, but also American missionaries,
an occupation generally reserved for good middle-class Christian ladies. The girls are both the object and
the directors of the civilizing mission. They are poor little Zathees, but also Miss Millers.
In this, as in so many other ways, listening to the lectures at Whittier gave the girls a preview of the
life of domestic service into which they soon would go. Employers were part of the middle- and upperclass culture whose ideology made them partners in “the civilizing mission.” Just as reformers joined
a movement for social and moral progress, so, too, did employers sense that they “should be morally
responsible for [their servants]…when they are in our employ, especially young girls and boys.”72 When,
therefore, the girls did not quite meet the employers’ expectations in some regard, they could expect to
be reminded of their “heathen” natures, as one employer did when he intoned that it was “the heathens
in a few of our kitchens who need civilizing and educational influences just as much as the natives of
India’s coral strand.”73
Employers thus expected the girls to come to them displaying all the characteristics of an alreadycivilized and pious girl, yet simultaneously maintained a sense of moral superiority over the girls they
hired. At Whittier, the girls learned to fit that ideal image as closely as possible and received rewards for
approaching or achieving it. They mastered the art of marching quietly, making their beds speedily, eating quickly and in silence, responding to bells and one-word commands, polishing floors, washing linen,
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cooking dinner and serving respected guests from the middle-class religious and reform movement.
They dusted the piano in the parlor, even if they seldom enjoyed free time to play it. They set the flowers
out in a light-filled dining room, even if they had to sit in a sober silence and finish their meal in only
twenty minutes. They quickly glanced over the books of Wallace, Stevens and Scott, even if they seldom
attended reading or writing courses. And they worked efficiently, quietly, and routinely, only to return to
a cramped corner in a dormitory, vowing constantly to work harder and more quietly in hopes of earning
a private room.
The girls thus learned to achieve a careful balance between working-class skill and middle-class
mannerisms and sophistication. If they continued to obey and behave as they had at Whittier, they would
indeed solve the “Servant Problem” for some very satisfied families.

Conclusion
The Whittier Girls’ Department functioned for about twenty-five years in the midst of tremendous
social and cultural change. At a time when the dominant gender, cultural, and class ideologies were being challenged and destabilized, Whittier girls entered the school as pioneers of a revolution for sexual,
social, and economic autonomy, and left as pawns in the maintenance of class-consciousness and traditional gender roles.
The “Girl Problem” and the “Servant Problem” were ultimately one and the same. Both challenged
dominant middle-class ideologies; both fed off middle-class fear at the threat presented by working-class
girls. Reformers saw working girls as transgressors of sexual propriety; middle-class employers regarded
them as transgressors of proper class relations. Reformers felt threatened by a revolution in gender roles
and sexuality, by the economic independence of working girls that had somehow led to claims of sexual
agency as well; middle-class employers felt threatened by their demands for respect, by the challenge they
posed to white Christian American superiority, and by their presumption of equality.
Reformers and employers alike not only felt threatened, but also sensed a moral mission at hand. In
their attempts to shape girls into subdued servants, they followed what they believed to be their social
duty as white, Christian, middle-class Americans. Their vision of wayward girls as ideal domestic servants was neither intentionally nor knowingly repressive. Yet the moral crusade held repressive implications, and despite virtuous intentions, reformers’ and employers’ moral obligation to servants was all too
often shaded by anxiety, hostility, and disregard.
The training at Whittier State School embodied these tensions. Whittier shaped girls who conformed
to an image desired by middle-class employers of one of the most class-conscious and stigmatized lines of
work available, and in so doing, the school assisted in the continued and repressive regulation of working
girls. While not all girls sought or continued employment as domestic workers, the lessons they learned
at Whittier served them in the same ways, whether they became factory workers, laundresses, or waitresses. The school shaped girls into an ideal held by the middle and upper classes who clung to earlier
ideas of racial determinism, class superiority, and Protestant righteousness. The school shaped servants,
and thereby helped to preserve stratified class relations and oppressive working conditions. Rather than
improving the lives of the girls, it solved a major problem for the middle classes.
And so, while 1890 is often cited as the beginning of the Progressive Era, Whittier exposes the difficulty in “marking” the beginning of an era. It also exemplifies what often happens in a society that is in
the process of clarifying its values and its self-image, as conflicting ideologies tug and pull at each other,
sometimes catching the innocent between them.
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